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Abstract
Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is a key process enabling shallow trench isolation
(STI), which is used in current integrated circuit manufacturing processes to achieve device
isolation. Excessive dishing and erosion in STI CMP processes, however, create device yield
concerns. This thesis proposes characterization and modeling techniques to address a variety of
concerns in STI CMP. Three major contributions of this work are: characterization and modeling
of STI CMP processes, both conventional and nonconventional; layout optimization to reduce
pattern-dependent dishing and erosion; and modeling of wafer nanotopography impact on STI
CMP yield.
An STI CMP characterization method is combined with a chip-scale pattern-dependent
model to create a methodology that enables tuning of STI CMP process models and prediction of
post-CMP dishing, erosion, and clearing times on arbitrary layouts. Model extensions enable
characterization of STI CMP processes that use nonconventional consumable sets, including fixed
abrasive pads and high-selectivity silica-based and ceria-based slurries. Experimental data
validates the accuracy of the model for both conventional and nonconventional processes.
Layout optimization techniques are developed that reduce pattern-density dependent
dishing and erosion. Layout design modification is achieved through the use of dummy STI active
areas and selective reverse etchback structures. Smart algorithms allow for optimal density
distributions across the layout.
The effect of wafer nanotopography (height variations that exist on unpatterned silicon
wafers) is explored, characterized, and modelled. A diagnostic tool for examining the impact of
nanotopography on STI device yields is developed, based on contact wear modeling. An
aggregate estimator for the combined effect of wafer-scale nanotopography and chip-scale
pattern-dependent dishing and erosion is developed.
The techniques developed in this thesis can be used both for process optimization and for
diagnosis and correction of potential problems due to layout, wafer and CMP process interaction.
The characterization and modeling methods create a comprehensive set of tools for process
characterization and post-CMP erosion and dishing prediction in STI processes.
Thesis Supervisor: Duane S. Boning
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is the planarization technique of choice for current
silicon integrated circuit (IC) fabrication processes. Only CMP satisfies the local and global
planarity constraints imposed by current lithography methods [1]. CMP is used to planarize
dielectrics, both for insulators between metal levels and for shallow trench isolation (STI) [2]. It is
also used to polish back metals such as tungsten [3] and copper [4]. The CMP of copper in
multilevel metal damascene processes is currently an area of active research and development as
the drive to replace aluminum with the lower-resistivity of copper pushes on. Further advances in
IC technology, such as metal gate CMOS devices, will also depend on CMP [14].
Despite the widespread use of CMP, a fundamental understanding of the physics behind
the process remains elusive. Available models of the process tend to be incomplete or unable to
extend to general conditions. Extensive experimentation is usually performed to find the optimal
process and consumable selections for a particular layout pattern. However, optimal choices for
one layout are not necessarily usable for a different layout.
In this work, methods are explored for characterization and modeling of CMP, specifically
for shallow trench isolation (STI) processing. Closed form solutions for CMP removal in
patterned wafers are presented, and extraction methods for model parameters are detailed.
Experimental data verifies the validity of the modeling methodology. In addition, diagnosis
methods to distinguish potential problems in STI CMP are discussed.
1.1 What is CMP?
Figure 1.1 shows a pictorial view of a CMP tool. A wafer is held on a wafer carrier via
back pressure or surface tension such that the surface to be polished faces a porous polyurethane
17
polishing pad attached to a rotating table. The wafer carrier is rotated in the same direction as the
pad, and lowered such that the wafer contacts the rotating pad. The carrier may exhibit lapping
motion across the pad in addition to rotation. A slurry composed of particles suspended in a
chemical solution is deposited on the pad during polish.
Slurry Feed
Wafer Carrier Slurry
Polish Pad
conditioning head is
not shown
Figure 1.1: Pictorial view of a typical CMP tool.
The mechanism for material removal is similar to that which occurs in glass polishing:
chemical degradation or weakening of the surface film followed by abrasion by mechanical
interaction with particles [5]. Abraded material is flushed away by the slurry moving across the
porous pad. Over time, the pad surface becomes glazed, resulting in a decrease in the polish rate.
To keep desired asperities exposed on the pad surface, a diamond-tipped conditioning head is
often used to scratch the surface of the pad to maintain the surface properties [6].
The term CMP tool refers to the machine used for the CMP process. The term consumable
set refers to the pad and slurry (i.e., items that are consumed during the CMP process). In addition
to rotary CMP tools, there are also linear CMP tools that use a rotating wafer carrier contacting a
CMP pad moving on a linear belt [13]. However, the fundamental mechanism of removal (wafer
surface contact with a CMP pad, aided by CMP slurry particles and chemistry) is similar.
1.2 Removal Mechanisms in CMP
The fundamental material removal mechanism in CMP of silicon dioxide has been
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theorized to be similar to the removal found in glass polishing: a chemical reaction which softens
the film surface, followed by a mechanical surface abrasion aided by slurry particles [5].
The chemical reaction involves the hydrolysis of the film surface. Hydroxyl radicals break
the existing O-Si-O bonds on the film surface and form relatively weaker Si-OH bonds. This
chemical process is limited by the diffusion of hydroxyl ions into the oxide surface. Surface
hydrolysis has been experimentally determined to be a necessary step for film removal [5], and so
typically the CMP slurry is set to be alkaline, in the regime of pH 10 or more. This ensures that
the film surface is weakened and can be removed via mechanical abrasion.
The second step involves the removal of the weakened film surface through abrasion. The
actual wear mechanism is not well understood; some speculate that a fluid layer exists which
exerts the force necessary to remove the hydrolyzed film surface [7], and others speculate on a
complex interaction of particle, fluid, and pad that results in the final film abrasion [8]. It is fairly
clear that the abrasion removal mechanism is a dynamic process that depends on surface
characteristics of the pad and slurry particles, although the exact contributions of these factors is
not known.
The combination of the chemical and mechanical aspects of CMP make it a complex
process to model based on physical principles. Typical characterization of a CMP process requires
extensive experimentation that must be repeated for each particular CMP process (combination of
tool, consumable, and process settings). There have been several reported modeling efforts based
on various interpretations of the physics of the CMP process [5,7,8,9,10,11], with no common
agreement; experimental data has shown that a variety of models of removal mechanisms in oxide
CMP predict blanket wafer removal rates equally well [12].
1.3 Why use CMP?
The semiconductor manufacturing process requires the use of planarization in many steps.
One such example is the metal layers. Aluminum metal layers are typically formed using a
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subtractive metal process, where a blanket metal layer is deposited, patterned, and etched to form
the metal lines. Dielectric is required to insulate the lines from each other and from other metal
layers, and so an interlevel dielectric (ILD) is typically deposited on top of the patterned metal
lines.
1.3.1 Planarization Requirements in Lithography
The existence of a nonplanar surface in ILD leads to several problems, one of the most
serious of which is a lithography concern. Depth of focus (i.e., amount of surface height variation
over which a lithography system can successfully resolve features) decreases with decreasing
feature dimensions, and so as technology scales, the surface height variation budget becomes
tighter, requiring very planar surfaces. It is possible to derive a formula to express depth of focus
as a function of minimum feature size. Using the Rayleigh criterion [15] and depth of focus
formula [16] gives an expression for depth of focus 7:
2
G = 10.75 (1.])
b: minimum feature size
X: wavelength of projection light
A typical lithography system with a mercury arc lamp using the I-line wavelength of 365
nm would produce a depth of focus of 498 nm for the current technology feature size of 130 nm.
In order to increase depth of focus, it is necessary to move to decreasing wavelengths. However,
for a given percentage reduction in minimum feature size, a larger percentage reduction in
wavelength is required in order to maintain the same depth of focus range.
Table 1.1 lists some depth of focus numbers for a nominal projection system (I-line). As
can be seen by the table, planarity requirements will only become more strict with future
technologies. While innovations in lithography systems can result in decreasing wavelengths,
planarization of film surfaces is also required to meet the depth of focus constraint [17].
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Table 1.1: Depth of Focus for Decreasing Feature Size
Year Minimum Feature Size ( tm) [17] Depth of Focus c- (pm)
2002 0.130 0.498
2003 0.115 0.389
2004 0.090 0.239
2005 0.080 0.188
1.3.2 Use of CMP to achieve planarity
The chemical mechanical polishing process has been shown to satisfy local and global
planarity requirements. Figure 1.2 illustrates the difference between local and global planarity.
The ideal goal for IC manufacturing is to obtain complete global planarization.
overburden oxide
SM % underlying metal
After Deposition
local planarity global planarity
Figure 1.2: Planarization definitions.
Interlevel dielectric CMP has been studied in depth [29,30,33,35] and will be reviewed
later in this chapter. This previous work will form the basis for the modeling advances introduced
in this thesis.
CMP is also useful for the removal of overburden material in damascene processes.
Nominally, features are created by deposition of a blanket layer of material and direct patterning
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of features (etching away non-feature regions). In the damascene approach, features are created
by etching trenches where features are to be located, depositing material into the trenches, and
then using CMP to remove the raised area overburden material. Damascene processes are useful
when the feature material cannot be etched effectively (such as copper interconnects [4]), but are
also used for other processes, such as shallow trench isolation [2], and tungsten interconnects [3].
CMP is a key step which enables viable damascene processing. While alternative
planarization steps (such as spin etch [22] and electropolish [23]) are currently being explored in
STI, CMP remains the commonly used planarization step in IC processing.
1.4 Modeling of CMP
The modeling of CMP can be based on a variety of approaches. One method, which will
be focused on in this work, is the use of semi-empirical models derived from physical principles
with model parameters that are calibrated using experimental data. There has been work
performed using this modeling method in the field of dielectric CMP; this will be used as a basis
for modeling of certain phases of STI CMP process. There also exist physically based methods
which include computation of the fluid dynamics of the system [18,19] as well as the mechanical
interaction of the slurry particles, pad, and wafer surface [20,21].
Physically based models seek to utilize the fundamental mechanisms behind the CMP
process. Dornfeld reports recent work on modeling the CMP process based on physical
relationships between the wafer, pad, and slurry [21]. He conjectures that CMP is based on hydro-
dynamic contact of the pad, slurry fluid, slurry particles, and wafer surface and the solid-solid
contact of the pad, slurry particles, and wafer surface. Dornfeld proposes a model for the material
removal due to the solid-solid contact mode of the CMP process. Removal in this stage is due
primarily to two-body abrasion, illustrated in Figure 1.3.
Two-body abrasion is modeled as a function of the force applied on a single abrasive, the
size and geometry of the abrasive, the film material, and the relative velocity of the abrasives. The
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amount of volume removal by a single abrasive particle is computed as a function of these four
parameters [21]. In addition, Dornfeld notes that only a fraction of the abrasives (called the active
abrasives) are involved in the material removal [21], and offers a method for computing this
fraction. The total amount of material removed is then calculated by multiplying the volume
removed by a single particle by the number of active abrasive particles. Dornfeld also offers a
framework for modeling the hydrodynamic contact mode as a function of slurry chemistry, slurry
particle properties, and CMP pad properties [21], which he proposes to use in conjunction with
the solid-solid contact model to form a comprehensive integrated model for the CMP process.
Wafer
Film
FSlurry Particle
Pad
Figure 1.3: Model for two-body abrasion (from [21]).
Dornfeld's material removal model works well for CMP processes involving blanket
wafers, but does not mention modeling of patterned wafers. In addition, the Dornfeld model is
used as a predictor for single material systems, which excludes polishing of dual material systems
such as copper or shallow trench isolation CMP processes. Another limitation of the Dornfeld
model is that it requires a considerable amount of information about various aspects of the CMP
process. The material removal rate model requires 17 parameter values based on various physical
properties of the slurry, pad, and wafer [21].
In addition to physically based models, empirically based chip-scale CMP models have
been reported. These models are useful because they provide phenomenological capturing of the
behavior of the CMP process using a small set of characterization parameters. Work by Stine et al.
[33] and Ouma [30] has demonstrated that pattern dependent effects are a large contributor to
variation in post-CMP die-scale film thicknesses. Ouma [29] developed a methodology that can
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be used for CMP characterization and modeling of interlevel dielectric (ILD) CMP processing.
This methodology works well for characterization of a given oxide CMP process (with fixed tool,
pad, slurry, and process parameters) where the pattern density effect dominates behavior, but the
results cannot be used for other processes because the characterization parameters extracted for a
particular CMP process are not applicable to, and cannot be extrapolated to, other oxide CMP
processes. In addition, this approach requires extension for other CMP processes, including
copper and STI CMP, where step height and selectivity effects are also important.
1.5 Importance of Pattern Density in CMP
The layout pattern density has been shown to be one of the dominant factors in
determining the post-CMP thickness profile of a film [26,27,28,33]. Pattern density can be
thought of as the area fraction of raised area that affects the CMI process at a particular point on
the layout. Figure 1.4 illustrates the concept of pattern density in one-dimensional and two-
dimensional cases.
Density - 50%
Deposited Film
Density - 25%
Layout
Feature
Underlying metal
Cross-section of layer Top-down view of layout
Figure 1.4: Illustration of pattern density.
The importance of pattern density in CMP can be explained by way of an intuitive argu-
ment. The higher the pattern density, the larger the contact area with the pad, and the lower the
pressure on raised features. Worded differently, the removal rates at any particular point will vary
inversely with the pattern density at that point (as will be seen later in Chapter 2). High density
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regions polish slower than low density regions.
Variations in pattern density will result in locally planar but globally non-planar surfaces.
Generally, the wider the pattern density range, the greater the post-CMP thickness variation.
Therefore, narrow pattern density ranges in pre-CMP film surfaces are desirable so that post-CMP
film profiles have minimal variation. This density variation effect can manifest itself in circuit lay-
outs where the different regions on the chip can have large pattern density differences. For
instance, a logic block of 30% density may be situated closely to a static memory block of 60%
density. Reduction of pattern density variation is a critically important issue, and is one of the top-
ics of this thesis.
1.5.1 Deposition Effects
The characteristics of the deposition can affect the pattern density of the film surface. Spe-
cifically, a deposition bias can be applied to an underlying layer to estimate the pattern density
related to the post-deposition film surface [69]. This may result in a large difference in the com-
puted pattern density of the film surface relative to the layout pattern or underlying patterned
material.
Figure 1.5 illustrates the effect of deposition bias on film density, relative to underlying
layout density. The type of deposition will affect whether there is positive, negative, or zero depo-
sition bias. A typical value of deposition bias might be +0.5 pm. Chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) processes tend to exhibit positive deposition biases to account for the lateral deposition in
a conformal process, while high density plasma (HDP) depositions tend to exhibit negative depo-
sition biases to account for the narrowing of deposited features. Deposition biases can be mea-
sured by taking SEM cross sections of a fine feature upon which the desired film has been
deposited using the desired deposition process.
Deposition bias has the greatest impact on fine features, where the deposition bias relative
to the size of the feature is considerable. Consider an HDP process (deposition bias of -0.5 ptm
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[69]) versus a CVD process (deposition bias of +0.5 jim [69]). An array of 0.5 gm features will
have a film density of 0% using HDP, but a density of 100% using CVD. Clearly, the effects of
deposition must be considered when computing pattern density.
Film Density
Metal Density
Zero Deposition Bias
(underlying layout density =50%)
(film density = 50%)
Positive Deposition Bias Negative Deposition Bias
(local film density > 50%) (local film density < 50%)
Figure 1.5: Deposition effects on pattern density.
1.6 Planarization Length
In previous CMP models [29], one crucial idea is that there exists a length scale over
which the CMP pad and process can detect neighboring features, and that the averaging of local
pattern densities over this length scale can be used to effectively predict the actual topography that
influences the polish rate at any given point. It is this "effective density" that is used in the den-
sity-based models. In order to properly calculate density, then, it is essential to find this character-
istic length (known as "planarization length") for a given process. When this length is known, it
can be used to calculate effective densities for arbitrary layout, and used to predict post-polish
film thicknesses for those layouts. Ouma defined a procedure to characterize the planarization
length of the CMP process using special test masks with features specifically tailored for pla-
narization length extraction [29]. The methodology was used with the basic density-based model
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[33], but is extensible for use in other density based models which also address additional effects.
There is also an intuitive description of planarization length and how it can be used as a
characteristic metric of a CMP process. CMP creates good local planarity but global nonplanarity
due to pattern density mismatches which result in removal rate variation across the die. This
results in planarization of local step heights, but nonplanarity over longer length scales across the
die and wafer. The length scale over which this global nonplanarity exists is the planarization
length, as illustrated in Figure 1.6.
overburden oxide
Pre-CMP
underlying metal
Planarization Length
Post-CMP
Figure 1.6: Illustration of planarization length.
1.7 Modeling and Characterization Methodology
Using the concept of effective pattern density, Ouma introduced a methodology
(illustrated in Figure 1.7) which incorporates pattern density into a full characterization and
modeling scheme which can be used to characterize a CMP process, and then to analyze an
arbitrary layout to examine how pattern dependent effects factor into the post-polish film
thickness [29,30]. In this way, it is possible to predict post-CMP thicknesses of films for an
arbitrary layout. This methodology is based on Stine's oxide CMP model [33], which focuses on
modeling of oxide CMP where pattern density is the primary effect.
The methodology consists of using special characterization masks in a short-flow CMP
process, obtaining measurements from the resulting wafers, and using those measurements to
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extract characterization parameters which describe the planarization capability of a CMP process.
These characterization parameters can then be used in a model to predict the post-CMP thickness
of arbitrary layouts.
The pure pattern density based model is reviewed in Chapter 2. Although this modeling
methodology has been shown to be sufficient for characterization of conventional CMP processes,
there are still much work to be done to improve the model itself. This process is best used for
single material CMP processes, and does not handle reported step height effects on CMP behavior
[26]. While pattern density is shown to be a strong effect in CMP film thickness evolution, for
certain combinations of pads and slurries, Stine's pure pattern-density based model does not
provide adequate modeling accuracy. It has also been shown that the simple relationships of
removal rates to density are not applicable when using nonconventional consumable sets, such as
the fixed abrasive pad [70]. Discussion of model improvements to incorporate these new effects is
given in Chapter 3.
CEmpirically
determine blanket Density-Based
CMP Model
Obtain PL
Planarization Compute Effective
Pattern TnQit
Length
Test Mask
Figure 1.7:
yt
Arbitrary Layout Die Thickness Profile
Dielectric CMP characterization modeling methodology (from [30]).
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1.8 Shallow Trench Isolation CMP
Shallow trench isolation (STI) is the isolation technique of choice in today's integrated
circuit technologies. The previously used isolation technique, LOCOS (local oxidation of silicon),
suffers from lateral field oxide encroachment which leads to such problems as device leakage,
high parasitic capacitances, and lower integration density [25]. A typical STI process flow is
shown in Figure 1.8.
The typical STI process flow involves initially growing a thin (100 A) pad oxide, and then
depositing a blanket nitride film (1500 A) on a raw silicon wafer. The isolation trenches are etched
such that the desired trench depth (depth from silicon surface) is achieved (typical depth is 5000
A). The CMP process is used to polish off the overburden dielectric, down to the underlying
nitride, where the nitride serves as a polishing stop layer. After CMP, the nitride layer is then
removed via etch, resulting in active area regions surrounded by field trenches. An SEM of a
typical device manufactured using an STI process is shown in Figure 1.9.
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Deposit Nitride/Oxide Stack
typical deposition
nitride 1500 Angstroms
Silicon Wafer nitride/pad oxide
Etch Isolation Trenches
typical trench depth 5000 A
(does not include nitride/oxide stack)
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Illustration of a typical STI process - wafer cross section.
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Figure 1.8:
Silicon Wafer
I ZO
nitride/pad oxide
field oxide
pre-CMP post-CMP
incomplete oxide clearing
Figure 1.9: SEM of typical STI process pre- and post-CMP (from [24]).
The CMP process step used in STI leads to a number of nonplanarity issues. Ideally, the
CMP process planarizes perfectly, and stops on the nitride layer. In reality, pattern effect results in
nonuniform material removal. This means that the CMP process will clear overburden oxide and
touch down on nitride at different times for different regions (low density areas clearing first).
Thus, we have two potential problems: incomplete oxide clearing and nitride overpolish, as
illustrated in Figure 1.10.
incomplete oxide clearing
Active Areas nitride overpolish
Silicon Wafer Silicon Wafer
Field Oxide
Figure 1.10: STI concerns: incomplete oxide clearing and nitride overpolish.
Creation of working devices requires clearing of the overburden oxide over all active area
(else the nitride cannot be removed, and the device cannot be built properly). This mandates a
certain required polish time to clear the densest areas. As a result, the less dense areas of the die
will experience overpolish. Ideally, the relative polish rate of the nitride with respect to the oxide
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(called the polish selectivity) is typically set to a small number to minimize the nitride loss.
However, there are still implications in overpolishing regions on the die.
The overpolish manifests itself in two particular phenomena. The first is the erosion of the
nitride. This is the thinning of the deposited nitride due to the overpolish. Erosion at a particular
point is defined as the amount of nitride removed from that point (nitride thickness before CMP
process minus nitride thickness after CMP). Positive erosion is defined as material removed. The
second phenomena is dishing of the trench oxide. This is the creation of a step height between the
nitride layer and the trench oxide. Dishing is defined as the step height from the trench oxide to
the nitride active area. Positive dishing means that the trench oxide level is below the active area
nitride. Erosion and dishing are illustrated in Figure 1.11.
Erosion of Nitride (E)
Dishing of Oxide (D) original nitride thickness, pre-CMP
-- - rL
Silicon Wafer
Figure 1.11: Illustration of problems in STI CMP: dishing of oxide and erosion of nitride.
Severe dishing and erosion can cause yield and performance problems. One major concern
is dishing such that the field oxide is below the level of the silicon, resulting in the exposure of the
side of the active area. This can lead to sidewall and edge-parasitic conduction as well as high
electric fields in the gate oxide at the active-area edge [25]. The electric field concentration at the
sharp corner region of the active area also serves to reduce the threshold voltage, and the lower the
field oxide relative to the silicon height, the lower the threshold voltage [25].
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1.9 Thesis Outline
The contributions of thesis can be divided into four categories: modeling and
characterization of CMP for shallow trench isolation processes, modeling of effects of
nonconventional CMP consumables in STI, methods for layout optimization to achieve reduction
of pattern dependent dishing and erosion, and understanding wafer nanotopography and its impact
on CMP of films.
1.9.1 Shallow Trench Isolation Modeling
A shallow trench isolation CMP model and characterization methodology is a critical tool
for diagnosis of current and future STI processes. Development of such a model and methodology
enables characterization of STI CMP processes followed by prediction of dishing and erosion on
arbitrary layouts, thus providing a key diagnostic tool for chip designers.
The work performed here includes design of experiments to identify key process and
pattern dependencies in STI, analysis of measurements and formulation of an empirical model,
modification of the model to account for physically based understanding of the process, and
development and verification of a characterization and modeling methodology for STI CMP. This
work is based on the work done by Ouma [30] and others in CMP characterization.
1.9.2 Modeling Nonconventional STI CMP Processes
There has been extensive work on modeling dielectric CMP processes, using conventional
consumable sets (pads and slurries) as typically used in production-level semiconductor
manufacturing processes. Recently, new consumables, including both pads and slurries, have been
introduced that may provide better planarization performance. This thesis contributes
experimental and modeling results to study the effects of these nonconventional consumables on
the CMP process.
For this work, two studies are shown. The first is the use of a fixed abrasive pad, in
conjunction with a chemical slurry containing deionized water and KOH, but free of slurry
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particles. The pad in this case contains abrasive particles that are embedded into a fixed resin
matrix that is microreplicated across the top surface of the pad; the particles are believed to be
exposed during the polish and interact with the wafer surface. The second study involves the use
of two high-selectivity slurries, one based on silica particles and one based on cerium oxide
particles. Conventional pads are used in conjunction with these slurries.
The modeling and characterization methodology for conventional STI CMP processes is
extended to enable characterization and prediction for nonconventional CMP processes. Model
accuracy is verified using experimental data from the studied nonconventional CMP processes.
1.9.3 Layout Optimization
Using the pattern density analysis techniques originally developed for CMP modeling and
prediction by Ouma [30], it is possible to analyze a layout and generate an effective density map
of the different layers of interest on a layout, such as the trench level (for STI processes), the
polysilicon layer, and all metal levels. Modification of the layout design can potentially achieve
significant reduction in pattern density dependent dishing and erosion. A methodology is needed
whereby a layout can be both analyzed for potential pattern density variations, and also corrected
such that the revised layout has an optimal pattern density distribution.
Two methods are typically used to optimize layout pattern density. One is a method known
as dummy fill [40], which involves adding areas of material into the open (i.e., low density)
regions of a particular layer, thus raising the pattern density in that region and making it more
similar to the rest of the chip. A second method is known as blockout, or reverse etchback, which
utilizes a second mask, similar to the original layer but with all features shrunk by a constant
dimension. This mask is then used to etch away a substantial fraction of the raised areas on a
surface film. Typically used for the trench level in STI processes, this method seeks to lower the
pattern density in all regions. Use of selective etchback typically increases cost of ownership due
to the additional mask and processing steps that are involved with implementation of this step.
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Typically, dummy fill is used for both STI and metal layers, while etchback is typically
only used for STI trench layers. While the use of etchback may prove to be sufficient to equalize
the pattern density in an STI trench layer, dummy fill should still be used, so that the underlying
nitride density is similar everywhere. This will avoid problems with nitride erosion and dishing. A
methodology for incorporating dummy fill and reverse etchback schemes for arbitrary layouts is
described, with an experimental verification performed on a typical SRAM chip.
1.9.4 Nanotopography Impact on CMP
The term nanotopography refers to nanometer scale height variations that exist on a lateral
millimeter length scale on unpatterned silicon wafers [49]. The interaction of this height variation
with the CMP process can result in thinning of the surface film, which is a critical concern in
shallow trench isolation processes. The development of an accurate nanotopography CMP
modeling and characterization procedure allows for the proper diagnosis of potential problems
due to wafer nanotopography.
An extensive experiment is performed using sets of 200 mm epi wafers with distinct
nanotopography signatures, on CMP processes with varying planarization lengths. Modeling of
the interaction of the CMP process with initial wafer nanotopography is studied using several
different methods.
1.10 Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided into several chapters describing the key contributions of this thesis.
Chapter 2 describes a methodology that can be used for characterization of conventional STI
CMP processes and prediction of post-CMP behavior of characterized STI CMP processes on
arbitrary layouts. The extension of the model for nonconventional STI CMP processes is
described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 details the layout optimization techniques used to reduce
pattern dependent dishing and erosion. Work involving nanotopography impact on STI CMP is
described in Chapter 5. Conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Shallow Trench Isolation Modeling
In this chapter a compact analytic STI CMP model is developed. Model equations for the
dielectric overburden CMP phase, as well as the nitride overpolish phase, are developed, in order
to predict erosion and dishing. An experiment is run to obtain data to extract model parameters for
a variety of CMP processes, and the model is verified using measurements from wafers run under
these CMP processes.
The modeling efforts capture the two intrinsic stages of the STI CMP process: removal of
the oxide overburden, and polish of the combined nitride/oxide layer. The oxide overburden
polish phase is modelled using ideas from previous work on dielectric CMP processes, while
modeling of the dual material phase is developed using ideas and methods from other dual
material (copper/oxide) CMP process modeling.
2.1 Pattern Density Based CMP Modeling
In this section, we first review existing models of the dielectric CMP process, as these are
the basis for the STI CMP model. A pattern density based dielectric CMP model has been
developed by Stine et al. [33]. Starting from Preston's glass polishing equation [34], which states
that removal rate of a film being polished is proportional to the pressure-velocity product, Stine
derives an equation to relate post-CMP film thickness to blanket polish rate (K) and underlying
pattern density (p).
Equation 2.1 relates the blanket polish rate, pattern density, initial step height (z1 ), initial
oxide thickness (zo), and polish time (t) to the final post-polish thickness, separating the polish
process into two time regimes: before and after removal of the local step height. This model pro-
vides a reasonable prediction for the die-scale variation due to pattern density effects in a layout.
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To incorporate wafer-scale CMP variation, it is possible to use different values of the blanket rate
K to suggest polish rate variations in different dies across the wafer. The blanket rates may be
determined by performing wafer-scale CMP analysis using blanket wafers polished under similar
process conditions as the patterned wafers.
up areas down areas
z
Oxide z < zO-zi
Metal
Figure 2.1: Definition of terms used in Equation 2.1.
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Smith [35] later introduced an extension (known as the density-step height model) to the
density-based CMP model, based on work performed by Grillaert et al. [38] and Burke [26]. The
density-based model provides a good first-order prediction of post-polish film thicknesses, but
less accurate predictions for low to medium density regions. The original pattern density based
model assumes no down area polish until complete removal of the local step height, then removal
of the down area at the blanket polish rate. The density-step height model provides better predic-
tion for up and down-area polish for small step heights. The model is based on pad compressibil-
ity work by Burke [26] and Grillaert [38]. The Smith model for the amount removed in the up
(AR,) and down (ARd) areas is summarized in Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3, and introduces
additional model parameters which are extracted via empirical fitting in a characterization meth-
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odology [35] similar that proposed by Ouma [29].
(t -tc)h
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where p is pattern density, K is blanket removal rate, tc is contact time, t is a time constant, and h,
is contact height. The model parameters here have physical meanings, which will be explored
later in this chapter as the STI CMP model is derived.
2.2 Effective Pattern Density
Chapter 1 described the importance of pattern density (p) in CMP. The description of
density that is used here refers to the effective pattern density. Ouma [30] shows that it is essential
to weight the effects of neighboring features around a given point on a layout when computing the
pattern density at that point. This takes into account the long-range pressure distribution of the
polish pad as it deforms around regions on the film surface.
Calculation of effective density is performed as illustrated in Figure 2.2. First, a length
scale parameter that is characteristic for a given CMP process (i.e., combination of tool,
consumable, and process conditions) must be extracted. Next, the layout of interest is analyzed to
create a local density map. This local density map is created by discretizing the layout into a grid
of small cells, and computing the local pattern density (total up area within a cell divided by total
area of cell) for each cell. Note here that the total up area is used rather than total as-drawn
feature area; this local density map must take into account the effects of deposition on features, as
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well as effects incurred if an etchback process is used. Finally, using an elliptical windowing filter
with the characteristic length (planarization length), the local density map is weighted using FFT
analysis to produce an effective density map [30]. This produces an effective density map.
planarization length
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Figure 2.2: Using filtering to compute effective pattern density.
2.3 Existing STI Models
Shallow trench isolation CMP modeling has been the subject of much recent work.
Several models have been proposed based on physical or semi-physical derivations of CMP
polishing of a dual-material system. Grillaert [53] proposes a semi-empirical model for evaluation
of the dishing of an STI structure. The model is based on pad compressibility and contains
parameters that are derived from physical principles and values, but are usually extracted from
measurement data. Grillaert's equation for dishing D as a function of time is:
t -aT +at
nitOx (t-tc
D= D e
S+ -at nit
nt I -Tt (t-tc)
+ r T C-S at +aT . ot ox
ox - ox nit
(2.4)
where Do is the initial dishing at nitride touchdown (empirically determined), To and Tnit are
empirically determined time constants, rox is the blanket oxide removal rate, and a is pattern
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density. This model has been shown to agree with experimental results [53].
One major limitation of the Grillaert model is that it does not provide an equation to
describe nitride erosion, which is a key metric in STI CMP processes. Indeed, Grillaert notes that
nitride removal rates for the processes he studies are low enough that the nitride thickness is
approximately constant for the length of the polish time [53]. While this may be true for certain
STI CMP processes, it would be useful to be able to predict nitride erosion for those processes
where there is appreciable nitride removal.
Tseng [54] also proposes a selective two-material CMP model that relates step height to
various parameters, based on elastic theory, conservation of force, and polishing selectivity.
Tseng's model assumes an exponential decay of step height with time for conventional (i.e.,
single-material) CMP, and then derives a model for dishing D in dual-material CMP:
-(s 
-1)A1 + A Pt
D = h 0 1)6 e C j (s-06 (2.5)(S - )A P(s 
-1)A1+ 1 +A +A A +A
where ho is the initial step height, AC is the high area, AP is the low area, 8 is the pad deformation
from the polish of a blanket wafer, s is the polishing selectivity, and P is a constant dependent on
consumable parameters. Tseng's model has several parameters that appear to require empirical
determination (6, s, P), although Tseng does not specifically describe methods for determining
these parameter values. In addition, Tseng's model was not verified with experimental data.
Chiou [55] proposes an STI CMP model obtained by empirically fitting experimental step
height data to obtain amount removed in up and down areas as a function of initial step height.
This modelling approach requires the extraction of the empirical model parameters for arbitrary
CMP processes. Chiou also notes that the model does not account for pattern density effects [55],
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thus limiting the useful applications of the model for arbitrary layouts.
The goal of the modeling approach in the work presented in this thesis is to create a
closed-form model that can be used for efficient prediction on arbitrary layouts, with only a few
modeling parameters that can be extracted from a small number of experimental wafers.
2.4 Removal Rate Diagram Analysis
Removal rate diagram analysis has been recently used to generate a polish evolution
model for CMP processes involving copper-oxide systems [56]. The basic premise behind this
approach is to derive from physical principles a relationship between the step height and removal
rate of a particular system, for both up and down areas. From this relationship, it is possible to
formulate a differential equation that can be solved to produce an expression of step height as a
function of time. Further analysis of the system produces equations for removal rate and amount
removed as a function of time, which can be used to derive erosion and dishing as functions of
time. Model parameters such as pattern density and contact height are woven into the removal rate
diagram.
Physical relationships form the basis of removal rate diagrams. To derive the removal rate
diagram, it is necessary to decompose the removal rate vs. step height relationship into two other
relationships: removal rate as a function of pressure, and pressure as a function of step height.
2.4.1 Removal Rate vs. Pressure
The removal rate vs. pressure equation is derived from Preston's equation [34], which
states that the removal rate of a film is proportional to the velocity-pressure product. If Preston's
equation is assumed to be valid to the CMP process of interest, then the removal rate vs. pressure
curve is a simple linear curve, illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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Removal Rate (RR)
Preston's Equation
RR = CP-V -P
Cp: Preston's coefficient
V: velocity
Pressure (P)
Figure 2.3: Removal rate vs. pressure curve.
2.4.2 Pressure vs. Step Height Relationship
To derive the pressure vs. step height relationship, it is necessary to consider the
mechanics of the pad-wafer interaction during the CMP process. In most previous CMP models
[33], it has been assumed that the pad contacts only the up areas, and that down areas are not
contacted until the step height is removed. This situation can be described as equivalent to
polishing with an "incompressible pad" (i.e., the pad does not compress into the spaces between
features). Grillaert et al. [38] assumed a finitely compressible pad, where the pad exhibits some
ability to deform into the spaces between features. Grillaert conjectured that there exists a
transition height (or contact height) at which the pad first contacts the down areas. This transition
changes the pressure apportionment on features.
While the pad contacts only up areas, the pressure in the up areas depends on the pattern
density (usually an inverse-density relationship), and the pad deformation is less than the step
height. Once the transition height is reached, the pad contacts down areas and pressure
distribution occurs across both up and down areas; the pad deformation is now equal to the step
height. In this situation, Grillaert argues that Hooke's law applies, and that pressure on a feature is
proportional to the pad deformation [38]. This implies a linear relationship between pad
deformation and pressure, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. As step height decreases, pad deformation
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also decreases proportionally. Therefore, there is also a linear relationship between step height
and pressure, after the contact height is reached. As the step height decreases, the pressure on the
up areas decreases, and the pressure on the down areas increases. This continues until the system
reaches a step height of zero, where the pressure on the wafer is equal to the pressure on a blanket
wafer. At this point there is no up area or down area, just a planar surface.
Pressure (P) Increasing Time
P
P t Up Area
b Down Area
0-
hc (contact height) Step Height (H)
After contact height Before contact height
reached reached
CMP Pad
CMP Pad
pad contacts up and down areas pad contacts only up areas
pressure distributed proportionally pressure solely on up areas
between up and down areas
Figure 2.4: Pressure vs. step height curve.
2.4.3 Removal Rate Diagram
The final removal rate diagram is created by merging the removal rate vs. pressure and
pressure vs. step height curves. In this work, the details of the removal rate vs. pressure curve and
pressure vs. step height curve are not critical for the derivation of the STI CMP model; only the
form of the final removal rate diagram (the removal rate vs. step height relationship) is important.
In the case where the CMP process removes only a single material, combining the two
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curves is straightforward. Both the up and down area pressure dependencies of Figure 2.4 are
combined with the removal rate vs. pressure dependence of Figure 2.3 to produce the removal rate
diagram curve, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
ARR DPA
*
b < I up area
down area
P H
SRR
up area
K
P down area H
hc
REMOVAL RATE DIAGRAM
Figure 2.5: Deriving removal rate diagrams: single material case.
The final removal rate diagram illustrates the change in removal rates for up and down
areas as functions of height. The removal rate will move towards a steady-state value, which it
achieves at a step height of zero, as is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Note that the removal rate diagram
is parameterized by both pattern density p and contact height h,; these will vary depending on the
pattern at different locations on the chip.
YF-LH-LV-L
Pre-CMP
Single-material CMP.
Steady-state
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Figure 2.6:
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In the case where the CMP process removes two materials, it is necessary to first draw the
two removal rate vs. pressure curves that correspond to the two materials. The up area curve of
Figure 2.4 is then transformed using the removal rate vs. pressure curve that corresponds to the
material in the up area, and the down area curve of Figure 2.4 is transformed using the curve that
corresponds to the material in the down area. This is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
RR P
RRp A
PP
S -- - P ChaI h1 I
I I UP AREACUVES
I b
Dc
\DOWN AREA CURVES /
-- - - - - - - - -
REMOVAL RATE DIAGRAM
Figure 2.7: Deriving removal rate diagrams: two material case.
For CMP of a two-material system, the steady state that is reached is not at zero step
height. This is because typically there is a removal rate difference between the two materials,
causing one material to polish faster than the other. This removal rate difference is not due to
pressure apportionment from height differences of up vs. down areas; it is a fundamental removal
rate difference resulting from material properties. From a zero-step height initial situation, the
removal rate difference creates a step height (this is the dishing phenomenon). The step height
results in a pressure apportionment difference on the newly created up and down areas (higher
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pressure in up areas, lower pressure in down areas). Eventually, this pressure apportionment
balances out the material removal rate differences, resulting in a steady-state removal rate for both
up and down areas, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. In this system, pad deformation is equal to step
height, assuming zero initial step height.
constant removal rate
Pre-CMP E Material I Steady-state
dual-material system U Material 2 assumes material 2 polishes
assuming zero initial step height faster than material 1
Figure 2.8: Two material CMP.
2.4.4 Deriving Step Height vs. Time Relationship
Based on the removal rate diagram, closed-form equations for up and down area removal
rates as functions of step height (i.e., RR,(H) and RRd(H)) can usually be derived. One additional
equation is then utilized to derive the CMP model equations we use in this work: the rate of
change of the step height with time is equal to the difference of the up and down area removal
rates. Also, if the up area removal rate RRU is greater than the down area removal rate RRd, then
the step height should decrease in time. Putting this into equation form:
RR - RR _ dH (2.6)U d dt
Replacing RRU and RRd in with the functional dependencies on step height obtained from
the removal rate diagram results in a differential equation that can be solved for H as a function of
time. The fully specified solution to this differential equation also requires known boundary
conditions. Once this equation is known, then RRU and RRd as functions of time can be computed
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by substituting H(t) into the removal rate dependencies on step height obtained from the removal
rate diagram. The resulting removal rate equations can then be integrated to obtain equations for
amount removed in the up and down areas (AR, and ARd) as functions of time.
2.5 Modeling the STI CMP Process
There are two major phases in the shallow trench isolation CMP process. The first phase is
the polish of the overburden oxide. The second phase is the overpolish into the nitride. There is a
third phase that might exist in STI CMP polish (the overpolish through the nitride into the
silicon). However, this third phase is an undesirable regime since polishing into the silicon results
in likely device failure. Therefore, the third phase will not be modelled in this work.
The first phase (polish of overburden oxide) can be broken down into two subphases. The
first occurs between the start of the polish and the time before the CMP pad contacts the down
areas. The second subphase exists from the time the CMP pad contacts the down areas to the time
the up area overburden oxide has been cleared to the nitride.
2.5.1 Modeling Oxide Overburden Phase (Phase 1)
The first phase can be expressed in the removal rate diagram for the polish of a single
material. This analysis assumes that the initial starting point is a dielectric film with a fixed step
height and feature densities which vary based on location on the die. Thus any given removal rate
diagram represents a point of fixed or known effective pattern density on the die. The removal rate
diagram for the first phase is shown in Figure 2.9.
For a sufficiently large step height, pad compressibility is not an issue. The pad solely
contacts up areas, and the down area removal rate is zero. This is Phase IA. The up areas polish at
a particular patterned removal rate, indicated by K/p on the removal rate diagram. As the CMP
process progresses, the step height is reduced and the contact height is eventually reached. At this
point, the pad contacts the down areas, and down area removal begins. This is Phase lB. The up
and down area removal rates linearly approach each other as the step height decreases until zero
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step height is reached, after which the entire film polishes at the blanket film removal rate K.
Removal Rate (RR) CMP Pad
PHASE 1B PHASE 1A Phs 1A IPhase lA
K
K CMP Pad
Down Area RR Phase 1B
'hc Step Height (H)
Phase 1A indicates polish before the CMP pad contacts the down areas.
Phase 1B indicates polish after down area has been initially contacted.
Figure 2.9: Removal rate diagram for STI CMP polish, Phase 1 (oxide overburden).
There are initial conditions from which model equations can be derived. The first case
occurs when, starting at time t = 0, the step height is sufficiently large that h, < z. In this case, it
is possible to use Figure to formulate removal rate vs. step height equations for Phase IA and
Phase 1B. Subscript "u" is used for up area, and subscript "d" for down area.
KRRu = K(2.7)
Phase IA:
RR=d 0 (2.8)
RR = (-K)( P) H+K (2.9)
Phase 1B:
R Rd = -(H+ K (2.10)
Phase 1A equations are independent of step height and can be solved to produce equations
for removal rate, amount removed, and step height as functions of time. Phase 1B requires more
algebra. Substituting Equations 2.9 and 2.10 into Equation 2.6 yields:
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dH (2.])
This is a simple differential equation with a closed form solution:
-(t -tC)
H =h e x (2.12)
C
with the boundary condition that at the time tc (the contact time), the step height is hc (the contact
height). This is only valid for the case when the polish situation is in Phase IA at time t=O. For
simplicity, the quantity phc/K is defined as the constant TCX.
Equation 2.12 can be substituted into Equations 2.9 and 2.10 to produce expressions for
removal rate as a function of time.
-(t 
- t C)
RR = K( )e'> + K (2.13)
-(t 
-tC)
T
RRd = -Ke O +K (2.14)
The removal rates as a function of time can then be integrated to compute closed form
expressions for amount removed as a function of time. Taken along with the amount removed
equations from Phase lA, Equations 2.15 through 2.21 form the model for the oxide overburden
phase of the STI CMP process.
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AR 0
RR =K
Up
RR-d 0
H = Z - Kt
p
+ K(t -tC)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.17)
(2.18)
C-(t t d
+ hc(1-p) I -e Ox
-
-(t 
- tcd
ARd = K(t-t c)-h c -e Ox
-(t-tC)
RR = K e
RRd =-Ke
t
ox
(2.19)
(2.13)
'C
ox
phC
Ox K
p(z 1 -hC)
C K
(2.14)
(2.20)
(2.21)
The second case occurs when the polish situation begins in Phase lB. This is the situation
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Phase ]A Equations (t < t,)
Phase lB Equations (t, < t <tn)
AR KtU p C
where the contact height is larger than the initial step height. In this case, the initial condition of
Equation 2.12 has changed. Using the new initial condition that at t = 0, the step height is z], we
find:
-t
T
H = z e (2.22)
phC
Tox K (2.20)
It is then possible to derive new equations for removal rate and amount removed, as given in
Equations 2.23 through 2.26.
Polish Situation Includes Only Phase 1B (he > zj)
-t
RRu= KZ p)e + ox K (2.23)
C
-t
Kzj TO(.4
RRd e + K
C
ARu = Kt+zI(1-p) 1-e ox (2.25)
ARd = Kt-zlp 1-e OX (2.26)
It will be assumed that contact height varies inversely with increasing density. This
implies that t0 x is constant across all densities. This is reasonable; Smith proposes an exponential
relationship for hc that is quite similar to an inverse-density relationship [35], and Grillaert [38]
suggests that T0 x only has a weak dependence on density, if any. Effective density can be fully
specified by a planarization length for the oxide phase (PLox). Thus, there are three key Phase 1
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modeling parameters: K, T,,, and PL,,.
For the pure dielectric CMP model, it is possible to compute the amount removed for up
and down areas for Phase 1 from blanket removal rate (K), effective density (p), and time constant
(tx). The Phase 1 STI CMP model (which also involves only single material dielectric CMP) is
similar to the Smith model [35], as it has been derived from the same concepts.
2.5.2 Modeling Overpolish Phase (Phase 2)
The second STI CMP phase is expressed in a separate removal rate diagram to account for
a polish of two separate materials of silicon dioxide and silicon nitride. The removal rate diagram
is constructed by considering the two removal rate vs. pressure curves for nitride and oxide. In
simplest form (assuming a Prestonian relationship), these are linear curves as shown in Figure
2.10.
RR RR
Slope Kp nitK
L0010 I' /Slope Kp 0,,
NITRIDE OXIDE
Figure 2.10: Removal rate vs. pressure curves, for nitride and oxide.
Assuming Prestonian relationships allows us to formulate equations for the curves in
Figure 2.10, as well as a definition of a polish selectivity s that is valid for all pressures.
RR Kit = Pnit' (2.27)
RR = K Po P (2.28)
RR KPox
S- Pnit (2.29)
RRnit KPnit
Having defined removal rate vs. pressure equations, it is possible to combine Figure 2.10
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with Figure 2.4 to produce the resulting removal rate diagram as shown in Figure 2.11.
Removal Rate(RR)
K . PHASE 2
nit
Pnit Active Area RR CMP Pad
K
ox -
K
Knit Trench (Field) Area RR Trench Oxide Nitride
01
D ss d max Step Height (H)
Figure 2.11: Removal rate diagram for STI CMP polish, Phase 2 (overpolish into nitride).
To understand the diagram, the different potential step height situations that occur in this
dual material polish system are considered. First, the initial condition of zero step height is
considered. At zero initial step height, the nitride polishes at a single removal rate Kni, while the
oxide also polishes at a different, higher removal rate K,,, since blanket oxide removal rate is
larger than the blanket nitride removal rate for most CMP processes. As the polish progresses, the
differences in removal rates will result in an increase in the step height. As the step height
increases, the nitride (active area) region becomes an up area, and the trench oxide (field area)
becomes a down area. The resulting pressure distribution causes an increase in the up area
(nitride) removal rate, and a corresponding decrease in down area (oxide) removal rate, with the
result being an increase in the step height (dishing). This change in removal rate is modelled as a
linear dependence on the step height. Eventually a point is reached where the two removal rates
are equal. This point is the steady-state point of the polish, where further polishing does not
change the step height. At this point, the step height is the steady-state dishing D, and the
removal rate is the steady-state removal rate Ks
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Next, the case of extremely large initial step heights is considered. For a sufficiently large
initial step height, the CMP pad does not contact the trench oxide down areas, and so the trench
oxide removal rate is zero. At this same point, the pad only contacts the up areas of nitride, and so
the removal rate of the nitride is the patterned removal rate of nitride Knip. The step height past
which this occurs is denoted dmax (maximum dishing), which is the step height at which the pad
no longer contacts the trench oxide. At this initial point, the differences in removal rates causes
the step height to decrease. Once the step height reaches d.ax, the pad begins to contact the down
areas, and the resulting redistribution of pressure causes the removal rate of the down areas to
increase and the removal rate of the up areas to decrease. This change in removal rates is modelled
as a linear dependence on the step height towards the steady state. The step height further
decreases until steady state is reached, at which the step height is Dss and the removal rate of both
up and down area is Kss.
In Figure 2.11, the following relationships also relate blanket rates and selectivity:
Kox = K (2.30)
oxK
Kn. - K - (2.31)
S s
where K is the oxide blanket removal rate parameter from the Phase 1 STI CMP polish, and s is
the selectivity parameter, defined by Equation 2.29. Also, it is possible to express Dss and Kss as
functions of the other variables in Figure 2.11:
d pnit(s -1)
D max plit (2.32)
ss pnit (s- 1)+ 1
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(2.33)K = K
ss pnit (s-1)+1
Equations for the amount removed for Phase 2 can be obtained from the removal rate
diagram in a similar manner as that of Phase 1. First, the removal rate vs. step height equations are
formed. At the end of Phase 1, the step height is normally small, and so the assumption that the
initial step height at Phase 2 is less than the maximum dishing (dmax) can be made. This leads to
the following formulas for removal rate, where subscript "a" denotes active area (up area), and
subscript 'f" denotes field area (down area):
K.iit 
-Knit
RR = -nit H+K . =
max
(K
RR = di H+K
kmax)
-(K) 1(Ks d a
(= i H+K
ma)
Substituting into Equation 2.6 results in a differential equation for H:
dH + _K pnit(s- 1)
dt + ma +Pnit )
This equation can be solved to find H as a function of time:
t
H(t) = A Ie
Tnit d maxpnit (s- 1)
p 1) + 1
__d _ spnit
nit K 7  1 + pnit (s- 1)
Solving this completely requires setting a boundary condition. This can be done by
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H
1pnit
Pnit
K
+
s
(2.34)
(2.35)
0 (2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
H - K( =- )
defining a time t, at which the step height is h. The parameter t,, is called the nitride touch-down
time, and is defined as the time it takes to clear all overburden oxide from a particular location.
The value of tn can be obtained if Phase 1 model parameters are known, as described in Section
2.5.3.The value of hn can be solved for if tn is known by using Phase 1 equations (specifically,
Equation 2.12 or 2.22):
Polish Situation (tn - tC)
IT
hc C z1  h = hCe ox (2.39)
-tn
hC > z1  h =zIe "x (2.40)
Using the boundary condition that at time tn, the step height is hn, and noting that the
second term in Equation 2.37 equals Dss, we find that the step height goes as:
-(t 
-tn)
H = (h -D )e nit +D (2.41)
Using Equation 2.41 with Equations 2.34 and 2.35, it is now possible to derive removal rate
equations:
-(t-tn)
RR = (i( nit (h -D )e nit +K (2.42)
a (yma nit
(t -tn)
RR= -K n-D )e Tnit +K ss (2.43)
ma e
Integrating these equations and setting boundary conditions gives equations for amount removed:
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AR =zo+Kss(t-tn)+
= z0 z1 +hn +K S(t-tn)
h -D
sp nit
(1-pnit
~Khn-Dn ss(1-p .)1+ 0 nit
spnit
Note that the equations for amount removed include the aggregate amount removed during
both Phase 1 and Phase 2. These equations make up the Phase 2 STI CMP model. It is also
possible to derive equations assuming other starting conditions (e.g., hn larger than dmax). These
equations are not presented in this thesis, since they are not normally applicable in STI CMP
processes.
It remains to determine the key parameters for this model. For the single material oxide
polish phase, it is conjectured that the contact height h, has an inverse-density relationship. This
conjecture will be extended for the dual nitride/oxide system, but here an inverse-density
relationship will be assumed for dmax, which allows for the definition of a "pure nitride time
constant" T2 :
d
_ max
K nit
k niti
spnit dmax
K
(2.46)
The parameter U2 is the time constant that would result from deriving CMP system equations for a
single material nitride polish situation, equivalent to the TOX constant derived for the single
material oxide system.
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-(t-t )
Tnit (2.44)
ARf
-(t-tn
nit
''it
1 -I (2.45)
It is now possible to redefine other parameters in the system in terms of t 2 :
d =
max SP nit
D =K 2Tnit 1+(s 
-1)p nit
D =S KT .is(-S 1
This gives the final equations used for the nitride overpolish phase (Phase 2) of the CMP
STI process. There are three key model parameters for Phase 2: planarization length for nitride
(PLnit), selectivity (s) [or equivalently, Kn], and time constant (t2)-
2.5.3 Finding nitride touch-down time
The nitride touch-down time t, is defined as the time it takes to remove all the overburden
oxide from a given point. It will vary by location on the die (or more specifically, by effective
pattern density), and can be found by solving Equations 2.18 and 2.25 for zo, resulting in
Equations 2.50 and 2.51. All parameters in these equations are known (or can be directly
computed) if the Phase 1 parameters are known.
hc zI
K
zO = 
-t
hC > z1
+ K(tn -tC)
zO = Ktn +z(1
+ hc(1I-p) 1- e
-) -tn]
-P) I - e OX
(2.50)
(2.51)
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(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
Equation 2.50 and Equation 2.51 can be rearranged to obtain equations for t,:
-(tn-t )
_ 0 1 1l 1 1 ox
hc z t- K + - + K e (2.52)
n
Zo - Z z I I I To
hc 1  tn K + K zle (2.53)
These equations can be viewed as breaking the nitride touch-down time into three
components: the time to remove remaining oxide after initial step height removal (first term), the
time to remove the step height assuming no pad compressibility (second term), and an adjustment
for pad compressibility (third term). Equation 2.52 and 2.53 are transcendental equations that can
be solved by assuming an initial guess for tn, and iterating the equation until the value of tn
converges.
2.6 Modeling Dishing and Erosion
Dishing and erosion equations can be derived from the amount removed equations. These
equations are more useful since it is the dishing and erosion phenomenon that is of most interest
in shallow trench isolation CMP. The dishing and erosion equations are also more useful because
they isolate key model parameters, making simpler equations from which to extract out model
parameters. Dishing is simply the step height as a function of time:
(t -tn)
D(t) = H(t) = (hn-Dss nit +D (2.54)
This equation makes intuitive sense, since dishing at steady state (infinite time) is equal to
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the steady-state dishing parameter Dss- Erosion can also be computed as the amount of nitride
removed:
E(t) = ARa(t) - z 0  (2.55)
(t -tn)
(hn - Ds(~nitnt
E(t) = K (t-t )+ (ne D (l-p 1 - e fljni
ss n 1+ pnit(s- 1) (2.56)
Therefore, dishing and erosion can be fully specified and predicted if the Phase 1 and
Phase 2 STI CMP model parameters are known. These model parameters are characteristic of a
given CMP process (tool, consumable set, process parameters), and the model equations can be
used to prediction dishing and erosion on wafers patterned with arbitrary layouts that are
subjected a particular characterized CMP process.
2.7 Model Parameters
There are three primary model parameters for the oxide overburden phase (PLox, K, TOX)
and three primary model parameters for the nitride overpolish phase (PLNIT, S, T2)- In addition,
there are other parameters in the model that are derived from the primary model parameters that
have physical meanings.
2.7.1 Phase 1 Model Parameters
The oxide planarization length PLox is used to compute the effective density of the oxide
overburden film. It is a measure of the planarization capability of the oxide film. The blanket
removal rate K describes the average blanket removal rate for a particular die on the wafer. The
blanket rate typically varies across the wafer, so this parameter should be extracted from
measurement data from a single die. The oxide time constant T0 X describes how fast the oxide step
height will reduce once the down area is contacted by the pad. It is independent of density, but
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decreases with increasing pressure.
2.7.2 Phase 2 Model Parameters
The nitride planarization length PLNIT is used to compute the effective density of the
underlying nitride film. It is a measure of the planarization capability of the combined active areas
nitride/trench oxide film.The selectivity s describes how fast a blanket oxide film will polish
relative to a blanket nitride film. A higher selectivity decreases the steady-state removal rate and
increases the steady-state dishing. The parameter 2 is a time constant that describes how fast the
step height of a single film nitride layer will decrease once down area contact has been achieved.
It is not strictly relevant to the dual nitride/oxide phase, but is used to derive other parameters. The
nitride time constant tfj (derivable from the other model parameters via Equation 2.48) describes
how fast the dishing approaches steady-state. It is density and selectivity dependent.
2.8 Model Calibration and Characterization Methodology
The model calibration methodology used here (summarized in Figure 2.12) is similar to
the methodology proposed by Ouma [29]. Test wafers are run, and measurements are taken to
obtain post-CMP thickness data. Model parameters for Phase 1 and Phase 2 are extracted. At this
point, prediction may be performed on any arbitrary layout using the extracted model parameters.
The local density map for the arbitrary layout Phase 1 (oxide overburden) is computed, using the
deposition bias associated with the film used. An effective oxide density map can then be
computed using the PLoX model parameter. The local density map for Phase 2 (nitride overpolish)
is computed directly from the active area layer of the arbitrary layout, and the effective density
map for Phase 2 can be computed using the PLNIT model parameter. The effective density maps
for Phase 1 and Phase 2 can then be used in conjunction with the other Phase 1 and Phase 2
modeling parameters to predict the post-CMP dishing and erosion of this layout for an arbitrary
polish time. Examples of prediction are presented in Section 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of characterization and modeling methodology for STI CMP.
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2.9 Parameter Extraction
Model parameters are extracted from test wafer data run on wafers with specific
characterization patterns. At a minimum, two test wafers should be run: one that polishes for a
time before complete oxide overburden removal (Phase 1) and one that polishes for a time after
complete clearing (Phase 2). From the Phase 1 data, model predictions are fitted to amount
removed in both up and down areas to find the model parameters PL0 ,, K, and T0 x. From the Phase
2 dishing and erosion data and the extracted Phase 1 parameters, Phase 2 model parameters PLji,
s, and t 2 are extracted. The general model parameter extraction strategy, illustrated in Figure 2.13,
is an iterative procedure that finds the optimal model parameters by minimizing RMS error
between the predicted model fit and measured data.
Initial guess for Calculate error between
parameter values model and data
Yes No Modify
DONE RMS Error parameterminimized? values
Figure 2.13: Optimization strategy for model parameters.
2.10 Experiment Verification
The STI CMP model is verified by running experimental wafers using the STI
characterization test pattern. The wafers are run using a standard CMP process that is typically
used in production. The density-based STI CMP model derived in this chapter is expected to yield
reasonably accurate predictions, since a standard Prestonian relationship between removal rate
and pressure should apply for a standard CMP process. Here we describe the experimental
conditions; Section 2.11 presents model fit results for this experiment.
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2.10.1 Experiment Description
Wafers are run on an IPEC 472 rotary polisher, using five different combinations of
pressure and speed, and two different pads (IC1400 and IC1000 solo). The IC1400 pad is a
stacked pad composed of an IC1000 surface pad on top of a softer subpad. The IC1000 solo pad
contains simply the top surface pad, which is stiffer than the combined stacked pad.
Eight or nine wafers are run for increasing time steps for each pad/process combination.
Time steps are targeted to include both Phase 1 and Phase 2 regimes of the polish process. The
process combinations are listed in Table 2.1.
Wafers are patterned with the STI CMP characterization test mask described in Section
2.10.2. A nominal STI process is used to produce patterned CMP wafers with the following
structure: nitride thickness is 1500 A, pad oxide thickness is 100 A, and the STI trench depth was
5000 A, resulting in an initial step height of 6600 A.
Table 2.1: Experimental Process Combinations
Process ID Pad Pressure (psi) Speed (rpm) # Wafers
A IC1400 3 30 7
B IC1400 3 90 7
C IC1400 9 30 7
D IC1400 9 90 7
E IC1400 6 60 8
F IC1000 solo 3 30 7
G IC1000 solo 3 90 7
H IC1000 solo 9 30 7
I IC1000 solo 9 90 7
J IC1000 solo 6 60 8
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2.10.2 Test Mask Description
A special test mask is designed and used here for general STI CMP characterization. The
design is similar to previous designs used for dielectric characterization [30] and is shown in
Figure 2.14. Table 2.2 describes the various structures on the test mask and their usefulness in
CMP characterization.
I I Il
- VI
I I I V
20mm ~~
I: Gradual density structures
II: Step density structures
III: Pitch structures
IV: Fine pitch structures
V: Single lines
VI: Static RAM cell
dashed lines indicate structure boundaries
Floor plan of STI CMP characterization mask.
Table 2.2: Description of Structures on Test Mask
Region Description Use
I Nine 4mm x 4mm density structures, Analysis of CMP effects across a wide
gradually varying from 10% (lower left) to range of pattern densities
90% (upper right). Fixed 100 gm pitch.
II Five 4mm x 4mm structures with densities Characterization of
of 20%, 90%, 30%, 70%, and 50%. planarization length
Fixed 100 gm pitch.
III Four 4mm x 4mm pitch structures of fixed Analysis of line width/line space
50% density. dependencies
IV 16 2mm x 2mm structures of fine line Characterization of deposition
widths and spaces. characteristics (e.g., deposition bias)
V Single isolated lines Analysis of CMP of isolated lines
VI Static RAM cell taken from a typical cell Evaluation of CMP of a region
library resembling an actual chip
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Figure 2.14:
2.10.3 Experimental Data
For analysis, 33 up area points and 24 down area points on the test die are measured, as
shown in Figure 2.15, both before and after CMP. The measurement locations focused on the step
density region of the test mask, and included points on the SRAM cells, high and low density
structures of the graduate density region, and structures in the pitch region. In certain up area
locations, the corresponding down area locations are excluded due to difficulty in obtaining
reliable measurement data in these locations. Measurements are taken from five dies on each
wafer, using a KLA-Tencor Prometrix (model UV1250 or UV1280) thin film thickness
measurement system.
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Figure 2.15: Measurement locations for conventional STI CMP experiment.
2.11 Results
Wafer data is gathered for each of the ten process conditions shown in Table 2. 1, and used
to extract model parameters for the STI CMP model. Phase I and Phase 2 data are extracted from
time splits from the appropriate phases of the STI CMP process.
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2.11.1 Parameter Extraction - Phase 1
Phase 1 extracted model parameters are shown in Table 2.3. Extracted model parameters
are obtained by minimizing the RMS error between the model prediction and measured data for
amount removed in the up and down areas.
Table 2.3: Parameter Extraction Results - Phase 1
Process ID Polish Time Planarization Length K Ex RMSE
(seconds) (mm) (A/min) (secs) (A)
A 240 3.9 880 80 488
B 120 4.1 1910 30 361
C 120 2.7 2490 20 391
D 40 2.3 7048 8 359
E 80 3.0 2833 20 472
F 240 6.9 1002 78 609
G 80 7.5 2318 36 513
H 90 5.3 2676 20 416
I 45 6.3 6663 4 359
J 60 6.2 3385 17 84
RMS error for all processes is approximately 600 or lower. The planarization length for
the stacked pad process is between 2.3 and 4.1 mm, while the stiff pad process exhibits a
planarization length between 5.3 and 9.2 mm, which agrees with the commonly held idea that
stiffer pads exhibit longer planarization lengths. Planarization length also decreases with
increasing pressure. Extracted blanket film removal rates increase with increasing speed and
pressure, which agrees with the assumed Prestonian relationship. The oxide time constants are
fairly similar when comparing the two pad processes with similar process conditions. The time
constant zO decreases with increasing pressure, which is also in agreement with previous
assumptions.
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2.11.2 Parameter Extraction - Phase 2
Using the extracted parameters from Phase 1, Phase 2 data is used to calibrate the model
parameters for the nitride overpolish step. Extracted model parameters are obtained by
minimizing the RMS error between the model prediction and measured data for dishing and
erosion (computed from up and down area amount removed data from 24 common location sites).
The results are given in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Parameter Extraction Results - Phase 2
Process ID Polish Time Planarization Length s2 RMSE
(seconds) (mm) (secs) (A)
A 540 4.3 7.2 297 218
B 210 19.9 2.7 320 286
C 210 14.8 38 115 136
D 75 4.3 4.2 34 127
E 150 9.8 3.1 101 160
F 420 3.0 10.3 170 103
G 150 19.9 2.8 125 1006
H 150 5.9 8.9 58 206
I 65 13.4 4.4 40 101
J 120 11.2 8.6 66 133
RMS error for most processes is 300 A or lower. Planarization lengths for the nitride
overpolish phase tend to increase with increasing speed, and decrease with increasing pressure.
When compared to the planarization lengths for the oxide phase, the planarization lengths of the
nitride phase are equal or larger for stacked pad processes, but have no discernible relationship to
oxide phase planarization lengths for the stiff pad processes. The selectivity also appears to
change with changing process conditions.
CMP behavior can be predicted as a function of site number by computing the pattern
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density of particular locations (i.e., x, y coordinates) on the die using a die local density map and
the planarization length of the process. Site pattern densities are then used along with the model
equations and model parameters to compute amount removed, step height, dishing, and erosion
values.
Plots of Phase 1 and Phase 2 data for various sites are shown for Process E and J in Figure
2.16 to Figure 2.19. The locations that are plotted are common locations in up and down area
coordinates on the die. Amount removed and step height is plotted for Phase 1, and dishing and
erosion are plotted for Phase 2. The figures illustrate good agreement between predicted
quantities and the actual measured data.
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Figure 2.16: Model fit vs. experimental data for Phase 1 from Process E.
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Figure 2.18: Model fit vs. experimental data for Phase 1 from Process H.
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Figure 2.19: Model fit vs. experimental data for Phase 2 for Process H.
Of interest to note is the extremely long extracted planarization lengths for processes B, C,
and G. Process G, in particular, has a much larger RMS fitting error than all of the other processes.
For Process B, the extracted planarization length for Phase 2 is 19.9 mm. However, a
sensitivity analysis of the fitting error with planarization length reveals a fairly insensitive
relationship of error to planarization length (see Figure 2.20). For other processes, the RMS error
has a greater sensitivity to changes in planarization length (such as Process A, also shown in
Figure 2.20). The insensitive response of RMS fitting error to planarization length tends to reduce
the confidence in the result for nitride planarization length for Process B, since a wide range of
planarization lengths will not appreciably change the fitting error.
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Figure 2.20: Sensitivity of RMS fitting error to Phase 2 planarization length.
The large error for process G can be explained by analyzing the data. Figure 2.21 plots
erosion for Process G and for Process F. Expected behavior for erosion is to decrease with
increasing effective pattern density. Process F illustrates this expected trend. However, the erosion
data for Process G exhibits an unexpected trend for erosion with respect to pattern density, leading
to large fitting errors. We conjecture that a very large wafer-level removal nonuniformity exists in
this wafer, skewing the removal rates across the chip based on spatial location rather than based
on pattern density.
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Figure 2.21: Comparison of erosion data for Processes G and F.
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2.12 Modeling Applications
The key idea behind the modeling methodology proposed in this chapter is that it can be
used for prediction of nitride erosion and oxide dishing on arbitrary layouts for a given
characterized CMP process. In order to implement the model on an arbitrary layout, density
information from the layout is required. Specifically, the local density map of the active area
nitride layer and the local density map of the overburden oxide layer need to be generated.
Example local density maps are shown in Figure 2.22. The nitride density map can be computed
using the active area layer on a layout; the oxide density map is computed by biasing the nitride
layer with the oxide deposition bias, subtracting out the reverse etchback layer (if one is used),
and computing the density map of the resulting layout layer. In this work, we discretize the chip
into cells 40 gm by 40 gm in size, and compute the local layout pattern density within each cell.
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40 40
20 20
Oxide Layer Local Density Nitride Layer Local Density
Figure 2.22: Local densities for STI oxide and nitride layers for case study layout.
2.12.1 Dishing and Erosion Prediction
Trench oxide dishing and active area nitride erosion can be predicted using model
parameters obtained through the characterization methodology. The example layout of Figure
2.22 is used as a test case, with model parameters as follows: 3 mm Phase 1 planarization length
PLox, 2000 A/min blanket oxide removal rate K, 20 second oxide time constant x, 2.3 mm
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Phase 2 planarization length PLNT, selectivity s of 10, and pure nitride time constant 2 of 60
seconds. For this simulation, initial step height is 6600 A and initial deposition is 9000 A.
Predicted dishing and erosion maps for the example layout are shown in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23: Dishing and erosion prediction for conventional STI CMP process.
The effect of pattern density on chip-scale dishing and erosion is clearly indicated. The
regions on the chip that exhibit the lowest predicted dishing and erosion are the regions that have
the highest nitride and oxide density. Similarly, low density regions on the chip exhibit the highest
predicted dishing and erosion.
2.12.2 Clearing Time Prediction
Another useful piece of information that can be predicted using the STI CMP model is the
nitride touch-down time. Unlike the dishing and erosion prediction, the nitride touch-down time
prediction can be performed using only the local oxide density information, since oxide clearing
is determined only by characteristics of the overburden oxide polish. An example prediction using
a sample layout and process parameters is shown in Figure 2.24. We see that touch-down or oxide
clearing begins at approximately 80 seconds, and completes at approximately 120 seconds. This
information might be useful in conjunction with an endpoint detection system in an STI polish, to
help set the length of the overpolish time to ensure full clearing of the die.
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Figure 2.24: Clearing time prediction for conventional STI CMP process.
2.13 Limitations of the Model
There are a few caveats that must be mentioned about the model developed in this chapter.
First, the characterization test mask used for the work here has a minimum feature size of 10 gm.
This is considerably larger than the minimum feature size of current technologies. Thus, while the
model has been shown to work effectively for the large features greater than 10 gm, further study
is required to verify and, if necessary, adapt the model for smaller features.
Second, the effect of line width and space has not been thoroughly studied in this work.
Line width and line space has been demonstrated to have a significant effect on dishing and
erosion of small features in copper CMP processes [81,82]. The effect of line width and line space
on STI CMP dishing and erosion in structures with small feature sizes also needs further study; if
these effects are found important in STI, model extensions similar to those proposed by Tugbawa
[56] for copper CMP might be appropriate.
2.14 Non-Prestonian CMP Model
It has been conjectured that certain non-Prestonian behavior may result in improved
planarity performance in a CMP process [76]. In this context, non-Prestonian behavior is defined
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as a nonlinear relationship between removal rate and pressure. In order to accommodate this
change, we can modify our STI CMP model: only the relationship between removal rate and
pressure is changed from the Prestonian CMP system; the relationship between pressure and step
height is the same. In this section, the ramifications of a non-Prestonian CMP system are explored
for Phase 1 (oxide polish).
Typically, the most beneficial situation is where a low pressure results in a smaller removal
rate than would normally occur in a Prestonian system, as illustrated in Figure 2.25a. The reason
that this may improve planarity is that the down areas, which typically bear lower pressures than
the up areas, will polish at a slower rate than in a Prestonian system, while the up areas polish at
the same rate as a Prestonian system. This results in faster step height reduction.
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Figure 2.25: Derivation of a non-Prestonian removal rate diagram.
The removal rate versus pressure relationship shown in Figure 2.25 can be expressed as:
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P P0  RR = 0 (2.57)
PO < P M RR = K( P) (2.58)
P>PM RR = c(P-PM)+KM (2.59)
2.14.1 Implications on AR equations
Since non-Prestonian behavior changes the removal rate diagram, the step height, removal
rate, and amount removed equations all change. There may be additional subphases in the
polishing process as well. The form of the revised model depends strongly on the relative values
of PO, PM, P/p, and Pb in Figure 2.25.
The underlying benefit in this particular type of non-Prestonian system lies in two key
ideas, based on the underlying principle that the down areas between features bear less pressure
than the pressure borne by a blanket wafer, and up areas bear pressures higher than the blanket
wafer pressure. The first idea is that step height reduction (i.e., planarization) proceeds faster if
the up area removal rates are increased relative to the down area removal rates. Therefore, to
improve the step height reduction relative to a Prestonian system, the removal rates at pressures
higher than the blanket wafer pressure should either increase or remain the same as a Prestonian
system, while the removal rates at pressures lower than the blanket wafer pressure should either
decrease or remain the same as a Prestonian system. The second idea is that dishing can be
reduced if the down area is at a pressure below the threshold pressure. This create low trench area
removal during the CMP process.
In comparing a Prestonian case with this particular form of a non-Prestonian system, for
valid comparison the systems are set up such that the blanket polish rates for the two systems are
the same for the blanket polish pressure Pb- Using the arguments given in this section, the optimal
situation occurs when Pb is less than PM but greater than P0 . This is illustrated in Figure 2.26. Pb
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is required to be greater than PO so that up area pressures are guaranteed to be non-zero.
Revised equations for step height, removal rate, and amount removed can be derived based
on the values of Po, Pb, PM, KM, p, and h. The exact form of the equations depends on the value
of P7/p relative to PM. For this analysis, Pb/p < PM is assumed, and the step height, removal rate,
and amount removed equations are derived as shown in Equations 2.60 through 2.74. Similar
equations can be derived for the case of P/p > PM.
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Figure 2.26: Prestonian vs. non-Prestonian relationship comparison, for Pb < PM.
For 0 t < tc:
H = z - K1 t
RR= K
RRd= 0
ARu= KIt
ARd= 0
(2.60)
(2.61)
(2.62)
(2.63)
(2.64)
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For te t < to:
(2.65)
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t - t0
ox 2
-
e (2.73)
(2.74)
where the following equations are used for parameters in Equation 2.60 to Equation 2.74:
z1 -hC
tc K 1(2.75)K1
t0 = tC+T oI In XI (2.76)h0 + KbT ox
h
Tox - Kb (2.77)
- 1 (2.78)
ox2 K1 b
oxl h0
hc(Pb-PO)
h = c(P b- P) (2.79)0 Pbob
<Pb
K =K 0 (2.80)I M P - P
K = K b 0 (2.81)b M P - P0
As an example case, values of PO=30 kPa, PM= 6 0 kPa, KM= 3 0 0 0 A/min, cx=50, Pb= 5 0
kPa, p=90%, hc=3000 A, and zj=5000 A are used. Comparing the resulting step height vs. time
for the two situations shows a clear increase in step height reduction rate, as seen in Figure 2.27.
These results indicates the benefits, in certain circumstances, of the non-Prestonian pressure.
Similar modification of the model equations in these cases to study the effect on dishing and
erosion is also possible. Model equations may be similarly derived for other possible non-
Prestonian CMP systems. These equations will not be described in this work, since most of the
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other systems do not provide a benefit in terms of planarization performance.
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Figure 2.27: Comparison of Prestonian and non-Prestonian systems.
2.15 Numerical Solution for STI CMP
It is possible to numerically compute amount removed versus time and step height versus
time results from arbitrary removal rate versus pressure relationships. The first step is the creation
of the removal rate versus step height relationship. The two components for this are a removal rate
vs. pressure relationship and a pressure vs. step height relationship. The removal rate vs. pressure
relationship can be created from theoretical derivation or experimental data. The pressure vs. step
height relationship is created from estimations of contact height, raised areas and steady-state
removal rates of features at different densities. This relationship may contain values that are
entirely theoretical, although certain aspects of it (such as contact height) may be estimated from
experimental data.
These two functions can be combined to create a numerically derived removal rate versus
step height relationship, as shown in Figure 2.28. The removal rate diagram may not be
expressible in closed-form, but rather as a paired tabular set of values, one for up area removal
rate and step height, and one for down area removal rate and step height, from which
interpolations can be made.
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Figure 2.28: Numerically derived removal rate versus step height relationship.
2.15.1 Deriving Step Height, Removal Rate, and Amount Removed
To derive numerical solutions for step height, removal rate, and amount removed based on
the arbitrary removal rate versus step height relationship, it is necessary to use numerical
techniques rather than closed form algebraic solutions. First we re-examine Equation 2.6:
RRup -RRdown
E dH (2.6)
Given a numerically derived removal rate diagram, the left side of this equation can be
fully determined by numerical subtraction of the up and down area rates in the tabulated removal
rate function. Equation 2.6 can be rearranged (and then integrated on both sides) to give:
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up area
down area
H
RR
I
dt =- dH (2.82)RR (H)-RRdown (H)
t dt = 1 dH (2.83)
f fRR up(H)-RR down(H)
It is possible to numerically integrate the right side of Equation 2.83, creating a numerical
solution for t as a mapping of H, where t as a mapping of H means that it is possible to produce (t,
H) pairs. Our notation for t as a mapping of H will be t"'(H). It is then possible to interpolate the
(H, t) pairs onto a regular discretization in t to produce H"'(t).
Finally, by numerically combining H'(t) with RRU'(H) and RRd'(H), it is possible to
obtain RRU'(t) and RRd'(t). Numerical integration of the removal rates with time results in
solutions for amount removed in up and down areas as mappings of time. A sample output of the
numerical solution, using both Prestonian and non-Prestonian removal rate vs. step height curves,
is illustrated in Figure 2.29.
The disadvantage of numerical solution method is that it cannot be usefully utilized for
CMP process characterization, since the initial removal rate diagram is based on estimations of
contact height and pressures. The calculation of the solution requires considerably more
computation time than the solution involving closed form analytic equations, and so parameter
extraction by way of an iterative least squares fit would be difficult.The numerical method is most
useful as a tool for exploring theoretical variations the amount removed, removal rate, and step
heights vs. time curves when there are modifications to the removal rate vs. pressure diagram.
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Figure 2.29: Numerically derived step height, removal rate, and amount removed vs. time.
2.16 Summary
This chapter has described a compact, closed-form STI CMP model that can be used to
predict both oxide overburden and nitride overpolish phases of the STI CMP process. Based on
the pattern density and pad compressibility effects, the closed-form model equations are derived
resulting in a small number of descriptive model parameters.
A comprehensive modeling and characterization methodology has been presented.
Validation of the modeling methodology has been demonstrated using experimental data from test
wafers. The usefulness of the modeling technique has been illustrated through applications of
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erosion and dishing prediction, as well as nitride touch-down time estimation.
Non-Prestonian CMP models have been briefly discussed. Given closed-form expressions
for the removal rate vs. pressure diagrams, the ability to derive closed-form solutions for step
height, removal rate, and amount removed as functions of time has been illustrated. Useful
regimes of the non-Prestonian CMP removal rate diagrams have been described.
A numerical method for predicting step height, removal rate, and amount removed vs.
time from arbitrary removal rate vs. pressure relationships has been described. This technique is
not suitable for inclusion within an STI CMP process characterization methodology, but is useful
as a tool for exploring the implications of theoretical removal rate vs. pressure relationships on
STI CMP behavior.
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Chapter 3
Nonconventional CMP Consumables
New CMP consumables are being researched with hopes of improving planarity and
uniformity performance of the CMP process. These new consumables do not exhibit the polishing
behavior that is typically expected from CMP processes using conventional CMP pads and
slurries. Our goal in this chapter is to adapt our STI CMP model in order to accurately predict the
new polish behavior shown by different consumable sets. This chapter generalizes the STI CMP
model, and examines test cases based on several nonconventional consumables.
First, motivation for the use of nonconventional CMP consumables is discussed. The STI
CMP model developed in Chapter 2 is then extended to enable capturing of nonconventional STI
CMP behavior. The characterization and prediction methodology is revised to incorporate the
nonconventional STI CMP model. The methodology is then verified using experimental data from
three consumable sets: a fixed abrasive CMP pad, a high selectivity silica based slurry, and a high-
selectivity ceria based slurry. An example of the dishing, erosion, and clearing time prediction is
performed using an SRAM layout.
3.1 Motivation
The goal of improving the STI process is rooted in the dishing and erosion problems that
occur in conventional STI processes. While dishing and erosion problems can often be
approached via layout design optimization (see Chapter 4), recent research has also sought the
development of new consumable sets that improve upon the dishing or erosion problems that
plague conventional STI processes.
To that end, improvement is sought via two avenues. The first is reduction in erosion
through the use of high material selectivity slurries. By creating a slurry that has a very low nitride
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removal rate, while also maintaining an oxide removal rate comparable to conventional CMP
processes, the erosion of the nitride overpolish phase will be less since the nitride polish rate is
less.
The second method for reduction of erosion and dishing problems is the development of
consumables with high selectivity to wafer topography. Selectivity to topography refers to a
process where appreciable removal rates are exhibited only when local step heights exist during
the CMP process; once the local step height is removed, the removal rates drop significantly. This
is useful because it reduces post-CMP thickness variation of a single material CMP process. This
benefits the STI CMP process because the oxide overburden phase does not exhibit pattern-
sensitive variation in oxide clearing, thus reducing the erosion and dishing that is due to oxide
overburden density mismatches.
With the development of new consumable sets, the modeling techniques for STI CMP
developed in Chapter 2 may not be sufficient to properly predict post-CMP film thicknesses,
dishing, and erosion. Specifically, the assumed density dependencies in the CMP models of
Chapter 2 may not be applicable. Therefore, a new modeling technique is needed to deal with
modeling of nonconventional consumable sets.
The modeling technique proposed in this chapter will be purely phenomenological; that is,
the goal is to simply capture observed CMP behavior on patterns, and create models that predict
polishing based on the observed behavior. The model parameter dependencies on density that can
be investigated using the modeling techniques developed in this chapter may lend insight into the
development of a more physical based model to explain nonconventional CMP process behavior.
3.2 Generalizing the STI CMP model
In the pattern density and density-step-height based CMP models, a particular dependency
of pattern removal rate on pattern density has been assumed. To generalize the model, this
dependency will be broken, thus allowing for the modeling of CMP processes where the pattern
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removal rate has an unknown dependency on density. In a similar fashion, any previous density
dependencies of model parameters (e.g., contact height, steady-state dishing, steady-state removal
rate, steady-state time constant, patterned nitride removal rate) will be broken to create a general
model.
3.2.1 Rethinking Phase 1
Breaking density dependencies requires reformulating all of the model equations in the
STI CMP model so that density is not explicitly included. This first requires creating a new
removal rate vs. step height relationship. Recreating Figure 2.9 with no density dependency
results in Figure 3.1, where K1 indicates up area (patterned) removal rate, and K2 is the blanket
removal rate.
Removal Rate (RR) CMP Pad
PHASE 1B PHASE 1A Phase 1A
K7 11116xI
K-
0-
Up Area RR
CfN"1D Dn
Down Area RR Phase 1B
hC Step Height (H)
Phase 1A indicates polish before the CMP pad contacts the down areas.
Phase 1B indicates polish after down area has been initially contacted.
Figure 3.1: Generalized removal rate diagram for STI CMP polish, Phase 1.
New equations can then be derived from Figure 3.1 for removal rate as a function of step
height:
RR= K
RRd =0
Phase 1A:
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(3.1)
(3.2)
KRR = K(3.3)
R Rd = K 2 H+K (3.4)
u h2
Forming the new differential equation based on Equation 2.6:
dH _ I H (3.5)
dt h
As in the conventional STI CMP model, this can be solved by assuming a boundary
condition. There are two possible boundary conditions, depending on whether the initial step
height is greater or less than the contact height (i.e., whether Phase 1 includes both Phase IA and
Phase 1B, or only Phase IB). Solving for the two cases leads to:
't - t
Polish Situation _ c
h C z I H =hCe (3.6)
h C > zI H =zie (3.7)
h
ox K (3.8)
1
Note that these are the same as the conventional STI CMP model, except that the
definition of T0 x has been changed to reflect the departure from the assumed density dependency.
The step height equations can be used to derive removal rate and amount removed equations,
similar to the conventional STI CMP model. The final relationship given in Equations 3.9 through
3.23 will have no explicit density dependencies in them; instead, K1 and K2 can implicitly
accommodate a range of removal rate vs. pattern density relationships.
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Polish Situation Includes Phase 1A and Phase 1B (he < zI)
Phase ]A Equations (t < tc)
H = z - KIt
RR = K
RRd = 0
AR = KIt
(3.9)
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.10)
(3.11)ARd = 0
RR =(K -K2)e
RRd -K 2e
t -t C
Ox
-C
ox
+
+ K 2
SK2
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
ARu = KItC+K 2 (t-t)
- (t- t!
+ T O(K 1- K2) 1 -e O
h
-C
OX K -
(z, - hC)
C K
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Phase 1B Equations (tc < t < tn)
t -et
C Ox
H C
(3.15)
(t 
-tc)]
OxARd= K 2 (t-t oxK, (3.16)
(3.8)
(3.17)
Polish Situation Includes Only Phase 1B (he > zI)
H = z e (3.18)
t
RRu h (K - K 2 )e + K2 (3.19)C
t
_K 2 z1 t 0o
RRd K e +K2 (3.20)
hC
-t -
AR =Kt+Zl 1 K 1 e ox (3.21)
-t -
AR- K - 1 e ox (3.22)
where Trx is given by Equation 3.8. The generalized STI model can be fully solved if K1 , K2, and
hC are known. These equations are location specific; that is, each location on the die will have a
specific (K1 , K2, hc) value associated with it. These parameters have as yet unknown density
dependencies that will be formulated as a step of the characterization methodology.
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3.2.2 Rethinking Phase 2
To generalize Phase 2 (nitride overpolish) of an STI CMP process, model parameter
dependencies on density are also broken, again resulting in revised equations that have no explicit
density dependencies. The resulting removal rate vs. step height relationship is illustrated in
Figure 3.2. There are several parameters that are included in this figure: Kn1 is the patterned
nitride removal rate, K, 2 is the blanket oxide removal rate, Kn2 is the blanket nitride removal rate,
Kss and Dss are the removal rate and step height (dishing), respectively, at steady-state, and d,,, is
the maximum amount of dishing that can occur in this phase.
Removal Rate (RR) PHASE 2
Kn1 CMP Pad
Active Area RR
Kox2
Kss
Kn2 Trench (Field) Area RR Trench Oxide Nitride
0
Dss dmax Step Height (H)
Figure 3.2: Removal rate diagram for STI CMP polish, Phase 2.
The removal rate equations from Figure 3.2 are:
RRa=  nIn2H+K (3.23)
max
'K
RR = - ox2 H+K (3.24)f d ox2
Solving for when RRa=RRf leads to equations for Dss and K,,:
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d
D max (3.25)SS K ni
1+ n
(Kox2 -Kn 2 )
KK ox2 (3.26)
ss (K ox2 -K n2)
1+ n2
Using the concept that the difference in removal rates equals the rate of change in step height:
dH -(RR R -RR) (3.27)
dt af
Substituting Equation 3.23 and Equation 3.24 into Equation 3.27, and rearranging:
dH +Kni +Kox2 -Kn2 H-(K -K =(3.28)
dt d ox 2  n 2) = (
max
The general solution to Equation 3.28 is:
t
H = Ae Tnit + (K ox2 - Kn2)Tnit (3.29)
d
max (3.30)
nit Kn1+Kox2-K 2
Setting initial conditions that at time tn, the step height is hn, as was done for the conventional STI
CMP model (see Section 2.5.2), and noting the second term of Equation 3.29 is Dss gives the final
equation for step height given in Equation 3.31. Having solved for H, it is now possible to derive
expressions for removal rates and amount removed. Dishing and erosion expressions can then be
obtained, forming the final model given by Equations 3.31 through 3.37.
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Final STI CMP Model Equations for Phase 2
(t -tn)
-Tnit
H = (h n-D e +
n ss
RR =rKnl- Kn2 hDe
a d x n Ss
ss
(t-t )
Tnit
RR K ox2Rf~ d
max
ARa = zo+Kss(t-tn)+ 1
(t-t )
T nit
(h -D S)e
- S (h n
nl
1 e
(t-tn)
nit
(3.35)
(3.36)
ss
(t-t
T nit
--e 4 (3.37)
where tnit is given by Equation 3.30. The key model parameters for Phase 2 are Dss, fnit, K and
KnI.
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(3.31)
(3.32)+K
ss
+ K
(t-t )\
I nit
(3.33)
(3.34)
ARf = z 0 -z 1 +hn+K
(t-t )d
ss(t - t n)- Kss(hn-D -e 
nit
Kn 1
D = (h -D )e
K
E = K (t-tn)+ K (hn-Dss I
nl
3.3 Model Parameters
Discussion of model parameters in this section refers to the parameters used to model
single locations or densities. The full model parameter set also includes the planarization lengths
for the oxide (PLox) and nitride overpolish (PLNIT) phases of the STI CMP process, which are
measures of the planarization capabilities of the CMP process on oxide and combined nitride/
oxide films. In the generalized density model, there are three primary model parameters for the
oxide overburden phase (K1 , K2, h,) and four primary model parameters for the nitride overpolish
phase (Dss Kss, Tnit, K, 1). In addition, there are other parameters in the model that are derived
from the primary model parameters that have physical meanings, such as Kox 2 , dnax, and Kn2-
3.3.1 Phase 1 Model Parameters
The patterned removal rate K1 is the removal rate of a raised feature of this specific pattern
density, before down area contact occurs. The blanket removal rate K2 describes the average
blanket removal rate for a particular die on the wafer. It should not be density dependent, but will
vary by location due to within-die and within-wafer removal rate variability. The contact height h,
is the height at which down area contact (and appreciable down area removal) begins. It may also
have dependencies on trench width. The oxide time constant 'cx can be derived from K1 and h, via
Equation 3.8, and describes how fast the step height will reduce once the down area is contacted
by the pad.
In the conventional STI CMP model, K has a linearly inverse dependence on density, with
the proportionality constant equal to K2 , the blanket removal rate. The contact height h, typically
has been shown to decrease with increasing feature density, and in the conventional model it also
has a linearly inverse density dependence. The oxide time constant in the conventional model is
assumed to be independent of density; the product of the oxide time constant and the blanket
removal rate is the proportionality constant for the contact height relationship.
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3.3.2 Phase 2 Model Parameters
The parameters Dss and Ks describe the step height and removal rate, respectively, of the
nitride overpolish phase once steady state has been achieved. The nitride time constant Tngt
describes how fast the nitride overpolish phase approaches steady-state. The parameter K,,
describes the nitride patterned removal rate. This is the removal rate of raised area nitride in the
Phase 2 combined nitride/oxide system. The parameters K,, 2 and Kn2 (derivable from the four
main model parameters) describe the oxide and nitride blanket removal rates. These should not be
density dependent.
In the conventional STI CMP model, alternative model parameters are used that are
independent of pattern density. Other than planarization length, the parameters were selectivity s
and "pure nitride" time constant T2 . The parameters used in the revised model have duals in the
conventional CMP model; these have fixed density dependencies. Dss in the conventional model
has an approximately linear inverse dependence on density at high selectivities, and a weaker
inverse density dependence at low selectivities (see Equation 2.32 and Equation 2.46). The
parameters Kss and Tnit also followed this relationship. Knj has an exact linear inverse dependence
on density.
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3.4 Modeling Methodology
The modeling methodology for the generalized STI CMP model is shown in Figure 3.3.
Phase 1 data
Phase 2 data
Obtain Phase 2 model
parameters
Phase 1 data
ow7
Phase 2 parameters
(DssTnitqKss,Kn1)
Formulate density
dependencies (NIT)
r -
etc.
Phase 2 data
Extract PLnit Extract PL O
PLnit IPL0 X
Obtain Phase 1 model
parameters
Phase 1
parameters
(K1 ,K2,hc)
Formulate density
dependencies (OX)
.K=f(p),
03' Ietc.
Arbitrary Layout
Local Density Map
Figure 3.3:
Obtain effective density
map for Phase 2 (STI)
Obtain effective density
map for Phase 1 (oxide)
Characterization and modeling methodology for nonconventional CMP pro-
cesses.
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The methodology requires running wafers patterned with the characterization test mask on the
CMP process of interest and gathering experimental data. Two regimes are focused on: center
point data from structures with known densities, and step density data across the step density
structures. Wafers are polished for multiple time steps, with pre- and post-CMP center point and
step density data obtained for each time step.
The methodology begins by utilizing center point data at fixed structures with known
densities. For each center point, a data vector of amount removed vs. time is obtained. This data
vector is split into two vectors: before and after nitride clearing (this is obtained by checking
whether the amount removed is less than or greater than the initial film thickness). Pre-clearing
data is used to extract out Phase 1 parameters (K1 , K2 , h,), and post-clearing data is used to extract
out Phase 2 parameters (Dss, ;nit, Kss, Kn1) for the density of that particular structure. The
extraction procedure again uses an optimization loop to find optimal model parameters that
minimize the RMS error of the model prediction to data.
If dishing and erosion data is available, then the extraction for Phase 2 can be simplified
by first using dishing data to extract out Dss and nit (see Equation 3.36), and then using erosion
data along with the extracted (Dss, Ini) values to extract out Kss and K,2 .
The extraction process is repeated for the center point data from various density structures
across the test mask. The general idea is to build a set of model parameter-density pairs from
which to extract out a model parameter density dependence. Although the effective pattern
density at any point on the die may not be equal to the local pattern density, because center point
data is used, the local density is a reasonable approximation to the effective pattern density.
A relationship between each model parameter and density is then conjectured, based on
the gathered set of model parameter-density pairs. These new assumed relationships are then used
to extract out the planarization length of Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the STI CMP process, again using
an RMS error minimization routine.
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3.5 Case Study I - Fixed Abrasive Pad
The first case study to demonstrate the generalized STI pattern dependent CMP model
involves an experiment using a new type of pad design. Conventional CMP pads contain
randomly shaped and sized asperities distributed across the surface of a polyurethane pad. These
pads are used in conjunction with a chemical slurry that contains abrasive particles. A new type of
pad has been reported by 3M where the abrasives are contained not in the slurry, but in the pad
[71].
The fixed abrasive pad contains microreplicated structures in a fixed array. The structures
contain abrasive particles (similar to those found in CMP slurries) and resin binder on a polyester
backing [71]. The structure shape and dimension vary; one configuration is an array of cylinders
200 grm wide and 40 grm high, as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the top surface of a fixed abrasive pad (from [72]).
The fixed abrasive pad is designed such that all particles required for the CMP process are
embedded in the pad. Rather than a chemical slurry with abrasive particles, only deionized water
(possibly with KOH added) is used during the polish. Polish rate on blanket wafers in a nominal
process (using only deionized water) is extremely low (100 A/min. [74]), but can be adjusted by
modifying the pH (e.g., via addition of KOH) of the deionized water used during the polish [74].
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In the case of two-material CMP, chemistry to modify film polish selectivity may also be
included. Fixed abrasive pads are used in CMP processes because they exhibit strong selectivity
to topography. It has been conjectured that the wafer topography activates the removal of abrasive
from the fixed matrix by conditioning the pad surface and constantly exposing fresh pad minerals
[73]. Work has been reported on implementing a viable fixed abrasive CMP process for copper
[72] and STI [73,74].
3.5.1 Experiment Details
For this study, a fixed abrasive pad using ceria particles in the fixed matrix is used. It is not
clear whether the nature of the nonconventional patterned removal-rate dependence on density is
due to the ceria particles or to the embedded fixed pad structure. The goal in this study is to
capture the combined effect of the pad and process.
A set of STI wafers with the test pattern (described in Section 3.5.2) is run to test the
model. These wafers have an STI trench depth of 3100 A, a pad oxide of 60 A, and a nitride
thickness of 1100 A. The dielectric is an HDP silicon dioxide, deposited to 4300 A in the
trenches. The actual dielectric step height that results is 3000 A, as measured by profilometry
scans. Wafers are processed on an Obsidian Flatland 501 CMP tool. A 3M fixed abrasive pad
(SWR 159 std) is used, consisting of a top pad of ceria particles in a cylinder matrix, with a
subpad stack of 60 mils of polycarbonate and 90 mils of foam. Eight wafers are processed at a pH
of 11.5 for times of 20, 40, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, and 210 seconds.
3.5.2 Test Pattern
The test pattern used is similar to the one described in Section 2.10.2. The test mask is a
20 mm x 20 mm design, and contains 4 mm x 4 mm structures of fixed pitch and varying
densities, along with 4 mm x 4 mm structures of fixed 50% local density and varying pitch. In
addition, there are 2 mm x 2 mm structures of fine pitch lines for use in deposition
characterization. An illustration of the test mask and measurement plan is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Test mask description and measurement locations used in fixed abrasive study.
3.5.3 Experimental Data
Wafers are measured after CMP on a KLA-Tencor UV1250-SE optical measurement tool.
For the purposes of characterization, center point data measurements on the 10%-100% regions
are used. Under the experimental conditions, the blanket removal rate after planarization is found
to be low (less than 100 A/min.). Although initial polish times were targeted for nitride
overpolish, the low blanket oxide removal rate results in incomplete oxide clearing on the wafer,
so that no Phase 2 data could be obtained. Thus, only characterization of Phase 1 is possible for
this experiment.
3.5.4 Parameter Extraction
Experimental data is obtained from center points of the gradual density structures.
Amount removed versus time data is used in the model parameter extraction procedure. The
model parameters for Phase 1 (K1 , K2, h,) are extracted, and are shown in Table 3.1. Analysis of
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the K2 and hc parameters reveals that for density structures at 60% and higher, these two model
parameters have low sensitivity to fitting error below a certain step height. An example of the
fitting error insensitivity to contact height variation is shown in Figure 3.6. The insensitivity is
likely due to the nature of the experimental data used in the fitting process. We conjecture that
structures of 60% or greater density did not polish sufficiently long enough for the contact height
to be reached, which implies that the correct K2 and hc values may be lower than the extracted
values in the table.
Table 3.1: Extracted Model Parameters for Fixed Abrasive Process
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Drawn Extracted Model Parameters
Density K K2  h
(A/min) (A/min) (A)
10 12135 30 2331
20 8090 30 2993
30 4153 30 3158
40 1666 30 3262
50 1307 30 3150
60 348 150 2320
70 308 30 2320
80 134 70 2930
90 80 49 3120
500 0W,
*$o RMS fitting error insensitive to
400- h below this point 4
C
S300- 300-
V200 200clear minima in RMS
fitting error curve
1n -0- 100-
60% Density Region 50% Density Region
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
he he
Figure 3.6: Fitting error sensitivity analysis for the he modeling parameter.
Predicted amount removed in up area versus measured data for the 10%, 40%, and 80%
density structures is shown in Figure 3.7.The model prediction is computed from the extracted
model parameters given in Table 3.1. The predictions show a reasonable fit to the measured data.
4000,
3500-
3000-
2500- 10%
2000
1500 0 40%
1000- -00
500 80%
0 50 100 150 200 250
Polish Time (seconds)
Figure 3.7: Predicted amount removed in up area vs. measured data.
3.5.5 Modeling Density Dependencies
Once model parameters have been extracted for specific known density structures, the
functional dependence of the model parameters can be speculated on, and possible functional
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forms can be constructed. To do this, knowledge of the physical meaning of the model parameters
should be used in conjunction with the extracted parameter values.
The patterned removal rate K1 conventionally exhibits a linearly inverse relationship with
density. However, the extracted model parameters do not behave strictly in the classical inverse
density relationship. Trying to fit an inverse density relationship results in considerable fitting
errors, as shown in Figure 3.8. Therefore, a new function form should be used. We conjecture that
the following form can be used to determine patterned removal rate:
-p
KI = Ae -C (3.38)
where A and r are fitting constants. A comparison of this function versus the classical density
dependency is illustrated in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8:
The blanket removal rate parameter K2 should be independent of density, and from Table
3.1, an approximation of a constant K2 seems reasonable. The value of K2 used here is 30 A/min.
The contact height parameter hc conventionally decreases with increasing density. This
does not agree with the extracted contact heights in Table 3.1. Therefore, a new functional
dependency should be used. We conjecture that for the fixed abrasive pad, the contact height is
independent of density, and has a fixed value of 2843 A (the average of the hc values in Table 3.1).
A possible physical reasoning behind this functional form is that the microreplicated fixed
abrasive pad surface enforces a particular fixed contact height on the CMP process.
3.5.6 Results
Once the model parameter dependencies on density are derived, the planarization length
of the process can be extracted using RMS error minimization for model prediction to measured
data. The extracted planarization length for this process is 1 mm. Normally, long planarization
lengths are desired because the density averaging tends to improve the planarity. However, for the
fixed abrasive process, the planarization capability is maintained by the low blanket removal rates.
This prevents appreciable material removal from regions that reach local planarity the fastest (i.e.,
low density regions), while the local step heights in the regions of high density are removed.
Therefore, a short planarization length for the fixed abrasive pad does not imply poor
planarization capability, as it might for conventional CMP processes.
Using the planarization length of the CMP process and the derived model parameter
functions of density, the post-CMP surface can be predicted and compared to the measurement
data. The results of the experiment, as compared to the model prediction obtained using the
calibration methodology described in Section 3.4, are shown in Figure 3.9. Two polish times are
simulated (60 seconds and 210 seconds). The model predicts the data trends with a reasonable
RMS error.
The model here appears to overpredict the amount removed for medium and high density
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areas (see 210 second polish time data vs. model prediction). This is due to the fact that the
functional form for the patterned removal rate K, overpredicts the patterned removal rate for
medium to high densities (see Figure 3.8). Development of a more accurate functional form for
patterned removal rate vs. density should reduce this overprediction.
60 sec. polish time 210 sec. polish time
RMS Error = 212 A RMS Error = 387 A
3500 4000
00
o 3000 0 3500 00
00 0 0
0 3000 0C 225000
0
20200
200 20
1 0 0 1500
1000 01000 1000- 0 0 00
500- 0 0 * - 500- 0*
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50
Site # Site #
circles represent measured data
lines represent model prediction
Figure 3.9: Experimental data vs. model prediction for up area data.
3.6 Case Study II - High Selectivity Silica Slurry
The second case study involves a high material-selectivity slurry. This slurry exhibits
blanket oxide removal rates similar to standard oxide CMP slurries, with much lower nitride
removal rates, for an overall selectivity gain from 3:1 (conventional) to 200:1 (high-selectivity)
[75]. The slurry is silica-based, as in conventional oxide CMP slurries.
3.6.1 Experiment Details
A high selectivity silica slurry is used in this experiment in conjunction with a standard
IC1400 stacked CMP pad. Polishing is performed on an IPEC 472 CMP tool. In this experiment,
blanket wafers are polished at varying pressures to determine removal rates. This experiment is
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performed to determine the nature of the removal-rate pressure relationship for these slurries. In
addition, patterned wafers are also run to verify the characterization and modeling methodology
on nonconventional consumable sets. These wafers are polished at five combinations of pressures
and speeds, as shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Process Conditions for Patterned Wafers for HSS Silica Slurry
Pressure Number of
Process (psi) Speed (rpm) Wafers
1 3 30 8
2 3 90 8
3 9 30 8
4 9 90 8
5 6 60 8
3.6.2 Test Pattern
The test mask used to manufacture the patterned wafers in this experiment is the same one
used for STI characterization, described in Section 2.10.2. Measurement locations are shown in
Figure 3.10. The central cross section of points (through Y=10 mm) passes through five step
density structures of 20%, 90%, 30%, 70%, and 50% density. The center points of these structures
are used for density characterization for the model parameters, and the full data set is used for
planarization length extraction.
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Figure 3.10: Measurement locations for patterned wafers for silica HSS experiment.
3.6.3 Experimental Data
A KLA-Tencor UV1250 SE system is used for film thickness measurement. For blanket
wafers, a 49 point polar map measurement is used to determine an average amount removed for
the given polish time. This is then used to determine average polish rate. For patterned wafers, the
desired measurement locations are measured using the pattern recognition system.
3.6.4 Blanket Wafer Study
The results of the blanket wafer study with three different speed are shown in Figure 3.11.
The blanket wafer results seem to indicate a fairly linear (Prestonian) relationship with pressure
for the three different table speeds used. This implies that the non-Prestonian behavior of the
slurry may not be due to a nonlinear response of removal rate to pressure.
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Figure 3.11: Blanket Wafer Removal Rate Data for Silica HSS.
3.6.5 Patterned Wafer Study - Parameter Extraction
For each CMP process in this experiment, the model parameter extraction routine is run on
the center point data of the five density structures in the step density structure of the test mask.
Model parameters for Phase 1 and Phase 2 are extracted and shown in Table 3.3. Certain density
structures (e.g., the 20% density structure in Process 4) are marked "n/a" because they do not have
sufficient valid amount removed, dishing, or erosion data to use for characterization.
Table 3.3: Parameter Extraction for Silica HSS, Process 1
Phase l Phase 2
Drawn
Density (%) K1  K2  he Dss Tnit Kss KnI
(A/min) (A/min) (A) (A) (secs) (A/min) (A/min)
20 5176 912 11167 6813 315 50 52
30 2562 1052 6672 5251 224 50 53
50 1573 1273 4800 4354 214 50 54
70 1303 1210 4264 2912 91 50 54
90 1200 1200 2630 2057 44 50 50
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Table 3.4: Parameter Extraction for Silica HSS, Process 2
Phase 1 Phase 2
Drawn
Density (%) K1  K2  hm Dss Tnit Kss Kni
(A/min) (A/min) (A) (A) (secs) (A/min) (A/min)
20 7021 2189 5126 5712 104 288 311
30 5007 2917 4712 6079 147 174 185
50 3812 3276 4392 4823 131 149 161
70 3243 3243 3789 3769 93 131 141
90 3045 3045 2803 2313 42 79 81
Table 3.5: Parameter Extraction for Silica HSS, Process 3
Phase 1 Phase 2
Drawn
Density (%) K1  K2  hc Dss Tnit Kss Kni
(A/min) (A/min) (A) (A) (secs) (A/min) (A/min)
20 7205 3197 7740 4058 56 335 375
30 5763 3309 6031 5228 106 456 604
50 4018 4018 3582 4143 98 64 65
70 3379 3379 3265 2971 13 50 50
90 2832 2832 2230 1757 8 50 51
Table 3.6: Parameter Extraction for Silica HSS, Process 4
Phase 1 Phase 2
Drawn
Density (%) K1  K2  he Dss Tnit Kss Kni
(/min) (A/min) (A) (A) (secs) (A/min) (A/min)
20 26229 6708 8629 n/a n/a n/a n/a
30 18365 6780 6674 4552 37 659 659
50 11230 8317 3695 4263 45 364 364
70 9372 5263 3245 2843 15 375 375
90 7433 301 2052 n/a n/a n/a n/a
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Table 3.7: Parameter Extraction for Silica HSS, Process 5
Phase I Phase 2
Drawn
Density (%) K1  K 2  hC Dss Tnit Kss Kni
(A/min) (A/min) (A) (A) (secs) (A/min) (A/min)
20 9666 4093 7928 7167 113 350 371
30 7464 4341 5886 5515 90 175 181
50 5287 4980 3953 4409 83 117 120
70 4530 4530 3391 2721 28 55 55
90 3951 3951 2368 1841 8 50 50
Once the model parameters are extracted for each process, then functional dependencies
on density can be formulated. As an example we will study Process 5. There are seven total
parameters to consider, three in Phase 1 and four in Phase 2. We shall analyze Phase 1 parameters
first.
3.6.6 Patterned Wafer Study - Phase 1 Parameter Analysis
The extracted blanket removal rate K2 is expected to be independent of density, and
examination of the extracted model parameters does not disagree with this assumption. The
parameter K2 will be assumed constant, and equal to 4379 A/min., which is the average of the
extracted model parameters across the five density structures.
The patterned removal rate K1 conventionally has an inverse density relationship. This
does not agree with the extracted model parameters for Process 5. A revised relationship on
density can be conjectured based on the extracted patterned removal rates. We propose the form:
K = K + K1~ p p C (3.39)
where Kp and K, are fitting constants. This functional form exhibits a significantly better fit when
compared to the extracted model parameters, as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of conventional and revised K1 density dependencies for HSS slurry.
The process of the formulation of model parameter density dependencies may be repeated
for he. Analysis of the extracted contact height parameters leads to a proposed form that is the
same as the one used for patterned removal rate:
h =A 1 0)+ B (3.40)
C p
with fitting constants of A and B. An interesting note is that in the conventional model, patterned
removal rate and contact height were assumed to have the same functional dependence on density,
and this is also the case for this particular CMP process. The proposed form produces an RMS
fitting error (for optimized fitting constants A=1374 and B=2542) of 203 A/min. compared to the
extracted model parameters, an improvement over an inverse-density relationship which produces
an RMS error of 603 A/min.
3.6.7 Patterned Wafer Study - Phase 2 Parameter Analysis
The Phase 2 model parameters can be analyzed in the same fashion as the Phase 1 model
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parameters. The following function forms are proposed for Phase 2 model parameters:
D = A+B(p-C) 2  (3.41)
'fnit A =A+B(p -C) 2  (3.42)
K =A +B (3.43)
ss p
K n1= A +B (3.44)
where A, B, and C are fitting constants for each function form. Optimized values for A, B, and C
are given in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8: Optimized Fitting Constants for Silica HSS Phase 2 Model Parameters
A B C
Dss 1976 3754 1
Init 9.7 163 1
Kss 81 50 n/a
n] 85 50 n/a
3.6.8 Patterned Wafer Study - Planarization Length Extraction
Once the functional forms are developed and the function fitting constants are obtained,
the planarization lengths for Phase 1 and Phase 2 can be obtained by taking step density
measurements from a single time point and performing the planarization length extraction. The
planarization length for Phase 1 is 3.1 mm, and the planarization length for Phase 2 is 3.7 mm.
3.6.9 Patterned Wafer Study - Prediction
The model is then used to predict the CMP behavior for this process for two polish times:
one for Phase 1 regime (90 seconds) and one for Phase 2 regime (180 seconds). Model
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comparisons to data are shown in Figure 3.13 and Fi
reasonable fit to the measured data for both Phase 1
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The low blanket nitride removal rate of the high-selectivity silica-based slurry results in
improved erosion (but worse dishing) relative to a conventional STI CMP process. This indicates
that this process may allow for a greater overpolish window given a particular nitride loss budget.
3.7 Case Study III - High Selectivity Ceria Slurry
Conventional dielectric CMP slurries contain silica abrasive particles. Recent work has
shown improvement in planarization capability as a result of using cerium-oxide particles in the
slurry [76-80].
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Nojo [76] analyzed the effects of surfactant concentration (from 2-5 wt %) on a nominal
cerium oxide process. His metric is the relative removal rates of a nominal raised feature and
down area on a test chip. He concludes that there is an optimal surfactant concentration such that
raised/down area removal rate ratio is optimized, leading to better planarization capability of the
process. Nojo also performed a blanket wafer study (results of which are shown in Figure 3.15)
where he observes that there exists a threshold pressure below which removal rates are very low,
and proposed that ceria slurries could thus be used for self-stopping and dishing-free oxide
polishing [76].
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Figure 3.15: Removal rate vs. pressure for silica are ceria-based slurry (from [76]).
Evans [78] noted that ceria slurries offer high material selectivity for nitride/oxide polishing
systems. Lee performed a patterned wafer study using silica and ceria-based slurries. He notes
that for silica slurries, the planarization rate is dependent on feature density, while for ceria
slurries, it is dependent on feature size and step height [79].
The mechanism behind the nonconventional behavior of the ceria slurry is not well
understood. Nojo [76] argues that a protective layer is formed by the surfactant on the surface of
the oxide that prevents material removal, and that only sufficient pressure (i.e., past the "threshold
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pressure") will remove the protective layer and thus allow appreciable polish. Jouty [77], Lee
[79], and Kwon [80] argue that the unusual material removal is due to abrasive particles that are
trapped in the down area, preventing down area removal. Kwon argues that at sufficiently small
step heights, the particles are freed and down area removal begins [80]. Zhao argues that the
threshold pressure behavior illustrated in Figure 3.15 is due to the phenomena of rolling vs.
sliding particles [9]. At low pressures, particles "roll" across the wafer surface, resulting in little
material removal. At a certain pressure, particles begin to "slide" across the wafer, embedding
themselves in the wafer surface, resulting in appreciable material removal.
Given the considerable disagreement over fundamental mechanisms, our purpose will be
to use our generalized CMP model to capture pattern-dependencies in an empirical fashion.
3.7.1 Experiment Details
Ceria-based slurry is used with a standard IC400 stacked pad on an IPEC 472 rotary CMP
tool. Seven blanket wafers were also polished at fixed table speed of 30 rpm at various pressures
for 60 seconds to determine blanket wafer removal rate variation with pressure. Seven patterned
wafers are also included in the experimental run to study the effect of ceria-based slurry on
patterned wafers. These wafers are run at 7 psi and 30 rpm on the same pad and tool as the blanket
wafers.
3.7.2 Test Pattern
The test mask used to manufacture the patterned wafers in this experiment is the same one
used for STI characterization, described in Section 2.10.2. Measurement locations used in this
experiment are the same as those used in the high material selectivity silica based experiment. The
locations are specified in Section 3.6.2.
3.7.3 Experimental Data
The UV1250 SE system is used for film thickness measurement. For blanket wafers, a 49
point polar map measurement is used to determine an average amount removed for the given
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polish time. This is then used to determine average polish rate. For patterned wafers, the desired
measurement locations is measured using the pattern recognition system.
3.7.4 Blanket Wafer Study
The results from the blanket wafer experiment are shown in Figure 3.16. In this graph,
removal rate is shown as a function of pressure. The relationship appears to be fairly Prestonian.
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Figure 3.16: Blanket Wafer Removal Rate Data for Ceria HSS Slurry.
3.7.5 Patterned Wafer Study - Data Analysis
Before attempting to model the CMP behavior of this process, the data is first analyzed to
observe unusual trends. Figure 3.17 is a plot of the up area amount removed vs. time for a variety
of structures across the die. An interesting observation to note is that the data does not appear to
extrapolate to zero amount removed at zero time. Rather, there appears to be a distinct time offset
before appreciable removal begins. We speculate that this may be due to some fixed time at the
beginning of the process that is necessary for the slurry chemistry to become active.
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Figure 3.17: Examining the amount removed vs. time data for ceria HSS process.
This "slurry activation effect" can be modelled as a simple shift in the CMP time. The time
offset can be estimated by linear extrapolation of the up area amount removed backwards to zero
amount removed. For this case, the time offset offset is found to be 28 seconds. The model can be
modified by replacing all instances of t with t', where:
t' = t - et (3.45)
3.7.6 Patterned Wafer Study - Parameter Extraction
After the time shift is introduced into the model, the model parameters for Phase 1 and
Phase 2 can be extracted. The center points of five density structures (20%, 30%, 50%, 70%,
90%) are used in for the purposes of model parameter characterization. The lower density
structures experience severe nitride erosion, resulting in insufficient valid measurement data for
Phase 2 model parameter extraction. As a result, any functional dependencies may not accurately
represent low density regions.
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Table 3.9: Parameter Extraction for Ceria HSS
Phase l Phase 2
Density (%) K1  K2  hC Dss I nit Kss Knj
20 13537 4244 4056 n/a n/a n/a n/a
30 12131 4075 6005 n/a n/a n/a n/a
50 7644 4585 4374 2021 31 1367 1902
70 5783 4193 4060 1873 33 903 903
90 4609 4609 4887 1532 32 465 465
3.7.7 Patterned Wafer Study - Phase 1 Parameter Analysis
Based on the parameters extracted from the data, we propose a model where K2 and h, are
fixed constants, independent of density, with values of 4341 k/min. and 4674 A, respectively. In
addition, we propose the following functional form for K1 :
-p
K =Ae B (3.46)
with fitting constants A (9225) and B (0.59).
3.7.8 Patterned Wafer Study - Phase 2 Parameter Analysis
Based on the extracted parameters for Phase 2, Tnit is constant (32 seconds), and the
following forms for the other Phase 2 model parameters are proposed:
Dss
-p
=AeB
-p
K = Ae B
ss
-p
K i= Ae B
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
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with fitting constants A and B, given in Table 3.10.
Table 3.10: Optimized Fitting Constants for Phase 2 Model Parameters
A B
Dss 2862 1.51
Kss 4784 0.40
Knj 1 11573 0.28
3.7.9 Patterned Wafer Study - Planarization Length Extraction
Using the functional forms given in Equation 3.46 to Equation 3.49, the planarization
lengths for Phase 1 and Phase 2 are extracted using a full dataset from a single time point (in
Phase 1 or Phase 2) and performing planarization length extraction. In this case, planarization
length for Phase 1 is 1.6 mm, and the planarization length for Phase 2 is 4.7 mm.
3.7.10 Patterned Wafer Study - Prediction
Prediction of CMP behavior vs. actual measured data for Phase 1 and Phase 2 is shown in
Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19. Phase 1 data is taken from a polish time of 70 seconds, while Phase
2 data is taken from a polish time of 140 seconds. The model shows a reasonable fit to measured
data.
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Figure 3.18: Model prediction vs. measured
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Figure 3.19: Model prediction vs. measured data for Phase 2 ceria HSS CMP process.
Based on the experimental results, it appears that the high-selectivity ceria slurry results in
similar erosion and dishing results as a conventional STI CMP process. Further investigation into
other pad and process condition combinations may provide improved erosion and dishing results.
3.8 Applications
The usefulness of the modeling and characterization methodology proposed in this chapter
is the ability to predict CMP behavior on a characterized CMP process for arbitrary layouts. The
three main quantities that can be predicted are chip-scale dishing and erosion for a particular
polish time, and oxide clearing time prediction across a die. As an example, we perform a chip-
scale simulation for the silica HSS CMP process.
3.8.1 Dishing and Erosion Prediction
Dishing and erosion is predicted for a second layout (the same SRAM chip case study
layout used in Section 2.12). Local density maps for the oxide and nitride layers are used in
addition to the revised model parameter functional forms as inputs to the predictor. The model
parameters used are those characterized for silica HSS slurry process, described in Section 3.6.
Simulation time is chosen to be 110% of the simulated clearing time of the region of the
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overburden oxide layer with the highest density, or 93 seconds. Dishing and erosion predictions
are shown in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Dishing and erosion prediction for silica HSS slurry CMP process.
3.8.2 Clearing Time Prediction
The clearing time for the CMP process can also be predicted using the modeling methods
described in this chapter. The prediction for the example CMP process is shown in Figure 3.21.
Prediction of the clearing time is another possible decision metric for the feasibility of an
nonconventional CMP process, since the minimum clearing time necessary to guarantee complete
overburden oxide clearing ultimately determines the necessary polish time.
Simulated Clearing Time
75 ;
70
Figure 3.21: Clearing time prediction for silica HSS CMP process.
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3.9 Summary
This chapter has described a modeling and characterization methodology for CMP
processes using nonconventional consumables. The model used here is based on the conventional
STI CMP model, but eliminates the assumed density dependencies used in that model. A
characterization methodology is used where model parameters are first extracted from individual
density structures, then modelled based on observed density dependencies.
The modeling and characterization methodology has been validated on three
nonconventional consumable sets, and has shown to have reasonable accuracy in predicting the
behavior of CMP processes using these consumables. The modeling techniques may be used for
dishing, erosion, and clearing time prediction on arbitrary layouts.
The methods described here allow for immediate phenomenological capture of the effects
of CMP processes using nonconventional consumables, while allowing for further investigation of
model parameter density dependencies. Knowledge of density dependencies may provide insight
towards physical sources of the unusual CMP behavior, and lead to development of more
advanced models.
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Chapter 4
Pattern Density Optimization Methods
A pattern density effect has shown to be a dominant factor in post-CMP film thickness
[26, 27]. This chapter describes two methods of density modification, dummyfill and reverse
etchback, that are used to correct pattern density mismatches and thus lower post-CMP film
thickness variation. Previous work on dummy fill for dielectric CMP is reviewed in Section 4.1.
Methods for density modification in layout design are described in Section 4.3. In Sections 4.4
and 4.8, two methodologies for chip-scale dishing and erosion reduction through inclusion of
dummy fill and etchback structures are developed. These methodologies are verified on an
example SRAM layout. Specific algorithms for dummy fill and reverse etchback structures are
described in Section 4.6. The chapter is summarized in Section 4.10.
4.1 Previous Work on Density Optimization
Previous work on dummy fill for interlevel dielectric (ILD) CMP has been reported. Stine
[45] noted the beneficial effects of metal fill on post-CMP thickness variation of ILD. Stine also
analyzed the capacitance effects of fill structures, and proposed a method of selecting optimal fill
by analyzing fill structures of various line widths and spaces and creating a metal fill design chart
composed of contours showing structures with equivalent capacitance effect and contours
showing structures with equal densities. Analysis of the metal fill design chart provides a
selection method for dummy fill structure dimensions.
Kahng [46] analyzes the dummy fill problem and proposes a fill synthesis algorithm based
on a linear programming approach. Features are added to satisfy two criterion: first, that the
layout densities satisfy specified upper and lower density bounds for square windows of all
possible sizes; and second, that the maximum variation of density over all possible window
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positions on the layout is minimized. Kahng also analyzes implications of the actual filling
patterns, in terms of impact on coupling and capacitance.
Tian [47] analyzes the dummy fill problem for STI by deriving a density-based STI CMP
model and proposing an iterative algorithm for insertion of dummy fill. The proposed method
involves beginning with the original layout, and finding the minimal effective density point on
that layout. A fill structure is inserted at that point, and the new layout is reanalyzed to find the
new minimal density point. The process is repeated until a termination criterion is met. Tian uses
a termination criterion of the maximum predicted height difference between the lowest and
highest effective density points on the layout. Tian's work does not propose an algorithm for
computation of dummy fill structure density, but rather assumes the existence of a dummy
structure library which can be exhaustively searched for the optimal dummy structure at each
analysis step in the algorithm. One disadvantage of such a method is that the execution time of the
dummy fill routine will increase with the size of the dummy structure library.
4.2 Importance of Density Optimization
A continuing CMP research goal in CMP is to reduce pattern-dependent effects in the
post-CMP film. To date, elimination of pattern effects by CMP process and consumable design
has proven elusive. Thus, alternatives at the design (or layout) level, namely density optimization
are also being pursued. The concept of density optimization stems from the underlying basis of
density-based CMP models.
4.2.1 Density Optimization for ILD
In ILD CMP, the main goal is to reduce the post-CMP thickness variation. Examining
these models reveals that, absent any special processing considerations, a high density region will
result in thicker post-CMP oxide films than in a low density region. Analyzing the pure density
model (described in Equation 2.1 in Chapter 2, taken from [33]), one can derive a simple
relationship, assuming removal of local step height everywhere, for ILD CMP [30]:
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Az = Ap - z1 (4.1)
where Az is the post-CMP thickness variation, Ap is the effective pattern density variation, and z1
is the initial step height. From this equation we can see that final thickness variation scales
directly with effective pattern density range. Thus, a good method for minimizing post-CMP
thickness variation is to minimize the pre-CMP density range across the die.
4.2.2 Density Range Reduction By Changing CMP Process
One way of reducing effective pattern density range is by increasing the planarization
length of the CMP process. There are various ways of doing this, including decreasing down force
[36], and using stiffer CMP pads [36,37]. Increasing planarization length means that more of the
local die area is averaged out to compute effective density (i.e., the CMP process is influenced by
more of the surrounding topography across the wafer), and so the effective density range should
decrease. In the extreme case, a planarization length equal to the die size will result in a very
small pattern density range (the range will not be zero due to the weighting filter used in the
effective density calculation, which weights local densities closer to the point of interest more
than local densities at points farther away).
4.2.3 Density Optimization for STI
In STI CMP, the main goal is to reduce the pattern-dependent erosion and dishing of the
post-CMP STI films. By identifying the key contributors to erosion and dishing, it is possible to
develop design strategies at the layout level that aim to reduce these problems. There are two
major contributors to erosion and dishing in STI CMP. The first is the underlying nitride density,
which directly affects the amount of erosion at a given location on the die. The second, and more
subtle, cause is the overburden oxide density range, which affects the amount of overpolish time
necessary to ensure complete oxide clearing in all regions on the die.
In ILD CMP, the main concern is the minimization of the post-CMP oxide thickness
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variation. This also offers a benefit in STI because small post-CMP overburden oxide thickness
variation translates to more uniform clearing across the die and reduces the polish time required to
clear the overburden oxide in the highest-density locations on the wafer (and thus, the amount of
overpolish time that low density locations on the wafer experience). This reduces the amount of
dishing and erosion in these low density overburden oxide locations.
However, even if the overburden oxide density variation is zero, typically a nominal
overpolish time is built into the CMP process to ensure clearing. This is due to wafer-to-wafer as
well as within-wafer process variability in removal rates. Thus, the nitride overpolish phase
requires careful study to analyze nitride layer pattern effect on dishing and erosion.
Using STI CMP models (discussed in Chapter 2), it is possible to predict post-CMP
dishing and erosion, and identify potential problematic locations. For a given polish time, the
underlying nitride density directly affects the amount of nitride erosion and oxide dishing. As
explained in Chapter 2, the higher the nitride density, the lower the erosion. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.1 (from Equation 2.56), which shows dishing and erosion vs. effective pattern density for
a nominal overpolish time. These figures illustrate the effect of only underlying nitride density by
using a completely uniform oxide overburden density so that oxide clearing occurs at
approximately the same time everywhere.
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Figure 4.1: Dishing and erosion dependence on underlying STI nitride density.
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Density modification in layout design can be used iteratively to reduce the erosion/dishing at these
locations by raising the effective density in these regions.
In this thesis, two methods of density optimization for STI are discussed. The simpler
method is to density-equalize the overburden oxide layer, similar to the approach used in ILD
CMP, with the effect of reducing the difference in polish time required to clear the various
locations on the wafer. A perfect density-equalized oxide overburden layer results in the oxide
clearing the die at approximately the same time (subject to within-die/within-wafer removal rate
variation). This methodology is discussed in Section 4.4. Minimizing the pattern density
distribution of the overburden oxide can be performed without any modeling of dishing or
erosion, although the planarization length of the oxide phase of the CMP process used will need
to be characterized.
The second method involves analysis of both layers of the STI CMP process, the
overburden oxide and the underlying nitride. This method involves enforcing a minimum nitride
layer density using dummy fill, followed by minimization of the density range of the resulting
overburden oxide layer using dummy fill and reverse etchback. Modification of the nitride and
oxide layers seeks to reduce both major components of erosion and dishing. This methodology is
explained in Section 4.8.
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4.3 Techniques for Density Modification
This section discusses the design techniques that can be used to modify the density
distribution of the active area and overburden oxide layers of a particular layout design. Two
techniques are discussed: dummy fill, which is used to raise density, and reverse etchback, which
is used to lower density.
4.3.1 Dummy Fill
Dummy fill [40] refers to the addition of features during the layout phase. These features
are added solely to raise the density of specific regions on the layout (i.e., low density regions).
This can be done on the front end (insertion of dummy active areas into a shallow trench isolation
layout layer) or back end (insertion of dummy metal into metal layers). Conventional dummy fill
utilizes a single feature (or dummy feature) arrayed over the original layout, with sections of the
array removed if they interfere with existing features on the layout. Exact dummy feature
dimensions can vary from layout to layout, and may depend on the design rule set used for a
layout. Smart dummy fill refers to the implementation of an algorithm that analyzes the original
layout pattern density distribution and customizes the dummy features to minimize the resulting
effective pattern density distribution. Such analysis can be complicated since the modification of a
single dummy feature on a layout may affect the effective densities of many surrounding points.
dummy
feature
Layout Before Dummy Fill Layout After Dummy Fill
Figure 4.2: Illustration of dummy fill.
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4.3.2 Reverse Etchback
Reverse etchback, first described by Davari [43], is a processing step performed after
deposition and before CMP. It involves using a second lithography and etch to remove raised
areas on the deposited film, thus lowering the film density. This procedure is normally used only
for STI processes, where the underlying nitride layer serves as an effective etch stop. Etchback for
other layers is difficult since a timed etch is required. The etchback mask is typically created by
shrinking all of the features on a given layout by a fixed amount (called the etchback bias, which
scales with technology feature size). For large features, this results in the removal of a large
portion of the raised area material, and a resulting low density. Figure 4.3 illustrates the reverse
etchback process. The etchback step is typically expensive since it requires an additional mask
and processing steps, and most manufacturers would like to avoid this step if there are other
successful methods that achieve the desired amount of planarization in films. However, reverse
etchback has been stated to be the most effective in reducing post-CMP variation in heights
between large and small active areas [44].
overburden oxide
niride
Silicon Wafer Silicon Wafer
conventional STI reverse etchback STI
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the etchback process - cross section of STI device.
The resulting low density regions that arise from using conventional reverse etchback may
not be desirable if there are other medium density regions on the layout. Therefore, it may be
useful to use the process of selective reverse etchback. Selective reverse etchback refers to the
customization of the etchback mask that results in less material removed than in a conventional
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etchback process. This is accomplished by replacing large etchback features with arrays of
selective etchback cells, and in some cases, complete removal of etchback features from the
etchback mask. The goal is to raise pattern density in these regions that would normally have low
post-etchback pattern density (i.e., large features on the original layout) such that the effective
density range is minimized. This will result in longer polish times due to a higher average density,
but better planarity due to lower pattern density range.
Creating selective etchback features to achieve a particular density is a fairly simple
process. Without any etchback, a large feature will exhibit a local density of 100%. With complete
etchback, the local density will be close to 0%. To create a selective etchback feature to achieve an
eventual target density p, a selective etchback feature of (100-p)% is drawn. Since the etchback
feature is what is subtracted from the original 100% local density region, the final density
achieved will be the target density. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
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Conventional Etchback Selective Etchback
Figure 4.4: Illustration of selective etchback, top level (layout) view.
4.4 Density Optimization - Single Layer Analysis
The density optimization problem can be put into mathematical form by defining two
matrices L and D. L represents the original layout, discretized into small cells, each with a
distinct local density value. D will be a matrix of the same dimensions as L, and represents the
incremental change in density that can be introduced using density modification techniques. The
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density optimization problem can be stated as:
{ R min [range(F(L+D))] I
where F represents the function used to compute effective pattern density from a local pattern
density matrix. In words, this can be stated as find the matrix D such that the effective pattern
density function computed on (L+D) results in a matrix with the smallest range of density values.
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Figure 4.5: Examples of the layout, dummy fill, and combined density matrices.
The matrix D will typically have restrictions placed on it depending on the original layout
density matrix and the design rules for a particular layout. For instance, consider the matrix cells
in D that correspond to points on the original layout where a feature exists. These cells may not be
assigned a value because it may be infeasible to implement density modification structures at
these locations (due to the presence of existing features in the original layout). Thus, all of these
matrix cells in D will have a value of zero. Similarly, design rules may restrict the number of cells
in D that are allowed to be set to non-zero values.
The density optimization procedure is represented in flowchart fashion in Figure 4.6. It
assumes that the CMP process to be used has already been characterized, and a planarization
length has been obtained. The first step is density analysis of the original layout and computation
of the effective density range. If this density range is sufficiently small, the layout requires no
additional density modification structures. Assuming this is not the case, more analysis must be
performed.
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The second step is analysis of the density map and selection of the density modification
feature characteristics. For conventional dummy fill, only one dummy feature is designed; for
smart dummy fill, multiple dummy features are designed. There are many algorithms that can be
used to select dummy feature characteristics; one simple method is to create a dummy feature
that, when arrayed, has an effective density equal to the maximum density of the original layout.
This method, along with additional methods, will be studied later in this chapter. One caveat that
must be mentioned is that, even if the fill structure density is below the maximum density of the
original layout, adding additional local density to a layout may result in a modified layout whose
maximum density is larger than the maximum density of the original layout. Examples of this in
the literature include a study by Liu [41], where an original layout with a maximum density of
60% resulted in maximum densities of 70% and 80% when modified with fill structures of 30%
and 50%, respectively.
After the density modification feature matrix has been completed, the matrix is merged
with the original layout local density matrix, and the effective pattern density across the resulting
matrix is computed. If it is within the specifications of pattern density range, then the final density
modification matrix is completed. If the pattern density range is still too large, the process is
repeated, using analysis of the previous iteration to direct any changes. For example, if there still
exists a particular low density region in the merged matrix of the previous iteration, then
additional fill can be inserted into this region to raise the pattern density there.
After the proper density modification matrix is created, it is converted into actual layout
features. This is done by creating layout to incorporate dummy fill features that achieve the
particular density modification density matrix specifications. The density modification layout is
then merged with the original layout to produce a revised layout. This resulting layout can then be
analyzed for pattern density range to verify that the range has been reduced to the required
amount.
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This methodology is general and can be used on any particular layout. It requires only that
the CMP process that will be used has been characterized (i.e., the planarization length of the
process is known), in order that effective pattern densities can be computed.
Known Parameters:
Planarization Length
Deposition Bias
Etchback Bias
Original Layout ................
(local density matrix)
I Compute Effective
I Density Matrix
1 Compute I
1 Density Range I
Specification?
NO) -T
Density Equalization Algorithm
(generates density equalization matrix)
Merge Original Layout Matrix and
Density Equalization Matrix
40- -----------
S - ---- -- - -- -- -
Flowchart for density optimization procedure (single layer).
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Figure 4.6:
I
4.5 Implementation
Implementation of density optimization involves converting the density modification
matrix into dummy features and selective etchback cells. Creating selective etchback cells of
particular density has been described previously; creating dummy cells involves deciding on a
particular shape for a dummy feature and computing the dimensions of the feature to achieve the
desired density.
There are many possibilities for feature shapes that can be used for dummy fill structures.
Two such shapes are illustrated in Figure 4.7. Square features are used because they are simple to
create in layout.
b b
C
a a
Solid Square Square Ring
Figure 4.7: Example dummy structures.
4.5.1 Computing Dummy Feature Density
When computing the density of a dummy feature, it is important to consider the effects of
deposition bias and etchback (if there is an etchback step). Deposition bias is described in Section
1.5.1 of Chapter 1. This effect can change the pattern density of a dummy structure, and so its
effects must be included during the design of such structures. Of critical importance is the
consideration of the effect on dummy features of any film (e.g., HDP) with a negative deposition
bias. Dummy features smaller than the deposition bias in this case will cause negligible change in
the film pattern density, since the deposition bias will effectively remove them.
Etchback bias refers to the amount that a feature is shrunk to produce its etchback feature.
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This is illustrated in Figure 4.4. If no etchback is used, this is equivalent to having an etchback
bias of half the feature size (i.e., the etchback feature has zero width and length).
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original feature
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(a+ 2d) 2
b 2
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etchback (e)
2 2
_(a+2d) -(a-2e)
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ef
df
a
b
a
L- - - - a
original feature
_ F - -
deposition bias
etchback bias
Illustration of density computation for dummy features.
The formulas for calculating the pattern density based on structure dimensions can be
found using algebraic manipulation by considering the processing steps involved. A derivation for
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Figure 4.8:
solid squares is given in Figure 4.8. The equation for the local density of a square ring can be
obtained in a similar fashion. The final formulas for local structure density are:
2 2
Solid Square: P = (a+ 2d) - (a - 2e) (4.2)
b2
2 2 2 2
_ (a + 2d) - (a - 2e) + (c + 2e) - (c - 2d) (4.3)
Square Ring: P - 2(43
where a is the dimension of the feature, b is the grid spacing, c is the dimension of the square
central hole of the square ring, d is the deposition bias, and e is the etchback bias. For a given STI
process, d and e are known. The other parameters are then chosen by selecting fixed values for all
but one variable (e.g., b for a solid square, or b and c for a square ring) and solving for the value of
that variable.
The use of selective reverse etchback structures would modify the equations for density
since a fixed etchback bias is no longer used to determine the etchback layer. Revised formulas
can be computed based on the exact dimensions of the reverse etchback structures that are used.
Once dummy fill structures have been created, they may be arrayed to form additional
layout layers which may be merged with the original layout to form a new layout. This new layout
should exhibit significantly smaller pattern density range.
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4.6 Algorithms
In this section, several alternative algorithms for selecting dummy feature densities are
described. This choice of dummy fill algorithm can be difficult because it requires careful analysis
of the initial layout, as well as constraints on location of dummy structures.
In general, the density optimization algorithm must take as input a local density matrix
and a dummy fill allowed matrix F (which indicates the regions in which dummy features can be
inserted), along with the planarization length (PL) of the CMP process of interest. The
optimization procedure outputs a density modification matrix D that can be converted into dummy
fill structures. All elements of D are restricted to non-negative values. Once the optimal D matrix
is obtained, the original layout is revised. The analysis can be repeated using the revised layout to
create a reverse etchback matrix R, where the elements of R are restricted to be non-positive.
Note that the F matrix for the dummy fill case is different from the F matrix for the reverse
etchback case.
The dummy fill allowed matrix F is formatted as a matrix of the same dimensions as the
local density matrix L. F has a value of 1 where dummy features can be assigned and a 0 where
dummy features are not allowed. For simplicity's sake, the matrix F used can be created by
assigning a 1 to any element in the F matrix whose corresponding element in the local density
matrix has a density value of zero.
Four algorithms will be discussed here. The first algorithm, called the maximum effective
density algorithm, finds the maximum effective density value in the original layout and creates a
fill layer by replicating a single fill structure of this maximum effective density in all valid dummy
fill locations. The second algorithm, called the "offset from maximum effective density"
algorithm, computes the effective densities at each location on the layout and creates a fill layer by
inserting dummy structures with densities equal to the difference between the maximum effective
density of the original layout and the effective density at each location on the original layout. The
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third technique creates a fill layer by replicating a single fill structure, whose density is
determined through density optimization analysis of the original layout. The final technique
determines the fill structure by back-calculating the optimal fill structure from the computations
used in the effective density calculation.
4.6.1 Maximum Effective Density Algorithm
The maximum effective density algorithm assigns each valid cell in the density
modification matrix with the value of the maximum effective density of the original layout. The
effective density map E is calculated from L and the planarization length, and the maximum value
can then be found. Mathematically, this can be expressed as:
D = max(E) * F (4.4)
where the dot notation (*) indicates elementwise multiplication. A small example (shown in
Figure 4.9) helps illustrate this algorithm. Assume a small initial 4x4 L matrix. For simplicity,
also assume that the effective density E matrix can be calculated by averaging the elements
contained in a square of length N around it (N is equivalent to the planarization length in
discretized units). For this example, let N have a value of 3.
4.6.2 Offset from Maximum Effective Density Algorithm
The "offset from maximum effective density" algorithm computes the effective density
map E, and then an offset map 0, which is a matrix of the differences between the maximum
value of the E matrix and each element in E. The final density modification matrix is computed by
using fill allowed matrix F to mask out invalid density modification matrix cells from 0. Note that
elements in the local density matrix with a density of zero can have a positive effective density
due to the long range weighting scheme used in the effective density calculation.
D = mask(, (max(E) - E) (4.5)
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where mask is the mask function. The mask function M=mask(A, B) assigns elements in the
output matrix M the value of the corresponding element in the B matrix if and only if the
corresponding element in the A matrix is 1. Otherwise, the element value in M is set to zero. An
example of the algorithm (using the same data set as in Section 4.6.1) is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Example of offset from maximum effective density algorithm.
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4.6.3 Optimal Single Value Algorithm
The optimal single value algorithm uses an optimization loop to compute the single
optimal density value to use in the density modification matrix (i.e., an optimal value which all
valid elements in D are set to). It takes into account the fill allowed matrix F. The algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 4.11.
Given: Find:
L layout density matrix D dummy fill matrix
F "density equalization allowed" matrix
PL planarization length of the CMP process
START
Merge with originalSelect density Create test matrix layot:
value V V=VF l +VM=L+V
E Adjust density value V
NO
Optimal D YES RCompute effective
obtained density matrix E,
minimized'?Dm= ? from M and PL
Figure 4.11: Optimal single value algorithm for density optimization.
4.6.4 FFT-Based Algorithm
The FFT-based algorithm uses FFT analysis to compute the optimal density values of the
individual dummy fill structures. By considering the FFT analysis procedure by which effective
density is calculated, it is possible to back-calculate the density matrix that results in a constant
effective density matrix. Given a layout matrix L and a weighting matrix function W (which
depends on planarization length and is the matrix implementation of the filter described in Figure
2.2), this can be expressed mathematically as:
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X I IFFT(FFT(L + X)FFT(W)=} (4
where C is a matrix, each of whose elements is the same value. If the element value of C is
selected beforehand (e.g., the maximum effective density of the original layout L), then Equation
4.6 can be rearranged to give:
X = IFFT(FFT(U9-FFT(L) * FFT(_)) + FFT(W) (4.7)
where - and + mean matrix element by element multiplication and division. The density
modification matrix D can be constructed by using the dummy fill allowed matrix F to mask off
the values of X that are valid.
4.6.5 Comparison
We now compare results using these different dummy fill generation algorithms. The local
density layout used is a version of a test chip with SRAM (similar to a layout later used for
verification, described in Section 4.7).The original layout is 14 mm x 14 mm, and is discretized
into 40 pm x 40 gm cells. This implies a local density matrix of 350x350 discretized units, for a
total element count of 122,500 cells. There is total of 66,565 eligible dummy elements (i.e.,
elements in F with a value of 1).
Using the test layout, the optimal density matrix D was computed for each of the
algorithms described here. A revised layout matrix U is then constructed, and a corresponding
effective density matrix E' is then computed. Density statistics of maximum, minimum, and range
are obtained for each revised effective density matrix. The final results, in addition to the nominal
density statistics, are shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Density Optimization
Density (%)
Analysis Minimum Maximum Range
Nominal (Original Layout) 0.62 23.25 22.64
Maximum Effective Density 18.53 24.63 6.10
Offset from Maximum Effective Density 15.45 23.87 8.42
Optimal Single Value (27.16%) 20.96 25.05 4.09
FFT analysis 18.54 24.63 6.09
As can be seen, all of the algorithms show significant effective pattern density range
reduction in comparison to the nominal layout. The optimal single value method appears to work
best for this test case; however, it is unclear whether this is the best method for arbitrary layouts.
4.7 Case Study - SRAM chip
To verify the dummy fill algorithm, a case study is performed on an SRAM chip to
produce dummy fill and selective reverse etchback structures. The layout is then modified to
include these density modification structures, and the density distribution of the revised layout is
computed and shows considerable improvement when compared to the original layout.
4.7.1 Test Mask Description
The STI layer of a test mask is used to verify the pattern density optimization
methodology. This layout is 14 mm x 14 mm, and contains a 256K SRAM structure along with
other test structures. An illustration of the chip is seen in Figure 4.13.
The STI process utilizes etchback with an original etchback layer that is produced by
shrinking the original layout by 0.5 tm (i.e., an etchback bias of 0.5 gim). The film deposition bias
is 0.3 gm. Localized pattern density information is created using a local discretization cell size of
40gm x 40gm. A histogram of the density distributions of the localized density information is
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calculated and shown in Figure 4.13. The clustering of density at low density ranges reflects the
fact that etchback is used; chips that do not include an etchback process will typically have
density values spread further across the density spectrum, as shown in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.12: Case study test mask.
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Figure 4.13: Case study density distribution chart.
4.7.2 Methodology Details
The density modification allowed matrix F is restricted to areas that met design rule
constraints. The dummy density is chosen by using the maximum effective pattern density present
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in the original layout. The final density modification structure is implemented in layout. Selective
etchback cells are also designed in areas where possible, and included in the final modified layout.
Analysis on the final reticle is performed to verify effective density range reduction.
4.7.3 Results
Table 4.2 shows the simulated effects of dummy fill structures with varying densities.
Resulting effective pattern density statistics of modified layouts are displayed as density variation,
maximum, minimum, and range. Dummy fill structures of 10%, 30%, and 50% are shown.
The variation in effective pattern density is smallest for the 30% density structure, while
using the 50% density structure results in a significantly smaller density range reduction. Table
4.3 shows the benefit of using selective etchback rather than conventional etchback.
Table 4.2: Density variation, dummy fill only
Test Case Density Variation (%) Max Min Mean
Original Layout 30.36 30.46 0.10 9.20
(with conventional etchback)
Fill (10%), conventional etchback 22.49 30.46 7.97 13.86
Fill (50%), conventional etchback 28.18 47.83 19.65 35.65
Fill (30%), conventional etchback 17.90 32.14 14.24 25.79
Table 4.3: Density variation, comparison using selective etchback
Test Case Density Variation (%) Max Min Mean
Fill (30%), conventional etchback 17.90 32.14 14.24 25.79
Fill (30%), selective etchback 14.40 31.36 16.96 26.05
The final analysis showed that a modified layout using a density modification structure of
density 30% would minimize the final effective pattern density range. Implementation of a 30%
dummy fill structure, in addition to selective etchback structures of the same density, verified that
the effective pattern density range had been significantly reduced.
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Note that the final density variation results are larger than what was achieved on a similar
layout in Section 4.6. This is due to the fact that the matrix of cells where dummy structures were
allowed was further restricted due to design rule constraints, which eliminated additional fill
structures which were present in the purely mathematical analysis.
4.7.4 STI Dishing and Erosion Implications
As mentioned, the single layer density analysis technique can be performed without full
knowledge of characterization parameters of a CMP process (an estimation of CMP process
planarization length may be used). However, it is more useful to see the actual benefit in terms of
STI CMP dishing and erosion. A simulation of predicted dishing and erosion can be performed
using models described in Chapter 2. For nominal parameters (PLoX 3 mm, K 2000 A/min, t0 20
seconds, PLNIT 6 mm, s 10, T2 100 seconds), the dishing and erosion for the original and revised
(using selective etchback) layouts are shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Comparison of Predicted Dishing and Erosion
Predicted Dishing (A) Predicted Erosion (A)
Test Case (polish time)
Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
Original Layout (146 s) 752 291 1162 381 55 706
Revised Layout (148 s) 435 290 604 116 56 246
The revised layout reduced the average dishing by 42% and average erosion by 70%, verifying
that density optimization can provide appreciable improvement over nominal layouts with respect
to post-CMP STI dishing and erosion.
4.8 Density Optimization - (Dual Layer Analysis)
We have seen how the use of dummy fill and selective reverse etchback can optimize the
density profile of the overburden oxide layer, improving the dishing and erosion that results in the
STI CMP process. There is another method that involves analyzing the two layers of an STI
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process in succession. The key idea is to reduce the erosion and dishing in the post-CMP films
through modification of the density of both the oxide overburden layer and the underlying nitride
layer. This process assumes the existence of an original layout for active areas on the die,
knowledge of the deposition bias, and the existence of, or the capability to add, a reverse etchback
layer. The flowchart procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.14.
The first step involves analysis of the underlying nitride layer. Section 4.2.3 described how
erosion and dishing decreased with increasing nitride density. Therefore, to reduce nitride erosion,
the first step is to enforce a minimum nitride density specification on the nitride layer. This can be
accomplished by dummy filling the nitride area. This may be as simple as picking a single dummy
fill structure and arraying it into open regions on the active area layer, or as complicated as
customizing dummy fill based on effective nitride density.
The second step involves reduction of the range of the effective overburden oxide density,
using a technique similar to the one described in Section 4.4. The main difference is that the input
to this step is the modified layout including the dummy structures from the first step of this
process. The layout is discretized into cells, and an algorithm is used to find the optimal local
density modification (positive or negative) for each cell. The density modification is then used to
raise or lower the density in each cell.
For modification to layouts for this second step, density can be raised only (via addition or
modification of existing dummy structures) in the areas on the die where dummy fill structures are
allowed on the original layout. Fill structures from the first step of this process can only be
replaced with fill structures that have a higher density, since this will only raise the underlying
nitride effective density (and thus, keep the minimum nitride density criterion valid). Density can
be lowered using by creating or modifying a reverse etchback layer. Density can be lowered only
in regions of the die that have underlying features, because the etchback process requires an
underlying feature to serve as the etch stop.
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Careful analysis must be performed to analyze the impact of density modification on the
final density of the overburden oxide phase (affects nitride clearing time) and the overpolish phase
(affects dishing/erosion). It is of critical importance to note that the effective density of the
overburden oxide is not necessarily equal to the effective density of the underlying nitride. Also,
certain processing steps that affect the overburden oxide density (e.g., deposition bias, etchback)
will not affect the nitride density.
The final result is a revised active area layer and the addition or modification of an
etchback layer. These modifications can be incorporated into the original layout layers to produce
the final density-optimized layout. Implementation of dummy fill is performed using solid
geometries (such as the solid squares shown in Section 4.5) assuming no etchback is used;
implementation of reverse etchback is performed by creating selective etchback structures (as in
Section 4.3) and arraying them in an etchback layer such that they exist only over active area
features within the specified design tolerance for etchback features.
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Figure 4.14: Flowchart for density optimization procedure (two layer).
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4.9 Case Study
As a case study for the two-layer density optimization methodology, the same layout for
the SRAM chip described in Section 4.7 is analyzed. For this simulation, a nominal set of model
parameters is used (PLox 3 mm, K 2000 A/min, t0o 20 seconds, PLNIT 6 mm, s 10, U2 100
seconds). Predicted dishing and erosion is computed for the original layout, assuming no
deposition bias and no etchback layer. Polish time is set to 110% of the polish time guaranteed to
clear oxide everywhere on a given layout. Density optimization is then used to add dummy fill
structures and a selective reverse etchback layer, and dishing and erosion is simulated for the
revised layouts. The results are shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16. There is a clear reduction in
dishing and erosion in the revised layout. In addition, the polish time is reduced from 207 seconds
to 182 seconds due to the addition of the reverse etchback layer.
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Figure 4.15: Simulated trench oxide dishing, before and after density optimization.
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Figure 4.16: Simulated nitride erosion, before and after density optimization.
4.10 Summary
Pattern effects have been shown to strongly impact the CMP process. Nominal layouts can
exhibit large effective pattern density ranges, which leads to large post-CMP film thickness
variations. It is possible to reduce density variation through the introduction of density
modification structures (dummy fill and selective etchback).
The causes of pattern-dependent dishing and erosion have been explained, and two
methodologies for reducing these effects have been described. These methods use the addition of
density modification structures into arbitrary layouts. One method requires only analysis of the
oxide overburden layer (single layer analysis), and the second requires analysis of both the oxide
overburden layer as well as the underlying active area layer (dual layer analysis).
An implementation of the single-layer analysis methodology in layout has been
performed, with results verifying the validity of the methodology in reducing pattern density
range. Potential algorithms for selection of structure densities have been detailed and
demonstrated. A case study of the dual-layer analysis methodology has been performed on an
actual layout. Simulated dishing and erosion results show considerable improvement over the
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nominal layout.
It is critically important to analyze and create density modification structures on a layout
by layout basis. This suggests that it is infeasible to create a generic dummy fill structure that can
be used on arbitrary layouts, since the density profile statistics of arbitrary layouts can vary
considerably from layout to layout. Creating a general (fixed-density) density modification
structure for use in all arbitrary layouts will result in suboptimal effective pattern density range
reduction since density distributions will vary from layout to layout.
Of equal critical importance when creating density modification structures is the
consideration of other factors, including CMP planarization length, deposition bias, inclusion of
an etchback step in the process flow (and if so, the value of the etchback bias), and layout design
rule constraints. Each of these will affect evaluation of effective pattern density, or evaluation of
the optimal density modification structures.
When performed properly, density optimization can be a powerful tool in reducing
density-dependent concerns in CMP. This specifically affects STI CMP because it reduces the
amount of overpolish time required, and so can reduce of eliminate problems due to trench oxide
dishing and nitride erosion.
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Chapter 5
Nanotopography
This chapter describes the existence of topography on raw silicon wafers (called
nanotopography) and its effect on the CMP of films deposited on such wafers. The topography
can result in excess thinning of surface films during subsequent CMP steps, which can be of
serious concern in shallow trench isolation processing.
Wafer nanotopography is described and illustrated in Section 5.1. Implications of
nanotopography on single material and dual material CMP systems are discussed in Sections 5.3
through 5.5. Section 5.6 reviews the previous work on nanotopography. Section 5.7 describes a
wafer experiment using various combinations of wafer nanotopography signatures and CMP
processes; the results of the experiment are given in Section 5.8. Sections 5.9 through 5.11
describe the development of an accurate nanotopography CMP modeling and characterization
procedure which will allow for the proper diagnosis of potential problems due to wafer
nanotopography in a given STI process. In addition, metrics for use in the diagnosis of a wafer's
ability to yield are presented, and illustrated on a test wafer data set. Section 5.12 describes a
simple estimator for the aggregate dishing and erosion effects resulting from wafer
nanotopography and chip-scale layout pattern density effects. The chapter is summarized in
Section 5.13.
5.1 What is Nanotopography?
Nanotopography describes nanometer-scale height variations that exist on lateral
millimeter-scale wavelengths on unpatterned silicon wafers. The characteristics of the variation
depend on the specific wafer manufacturing process used to generate a particular wafer. An
illustration of wafer nanotopography is shown in Figure 5.1. The height variation is typically 100
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nm with a lateral length scale between 1 and 20
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of wafer nanotopography as a wafer map and cross-section.
5.2 Nanotopography Characteristics
Nanotopography characteristics of a wafer depend on the wafer manufacturing process.
Generally speaking, it is possible to characterize a wafer nanotopography type by two metrics: the
lateral length scale of the variation, and the magnitude of the height variation.
To characterize the height magnitude, the simple metric of standard deviation of the height
variation over the total wafer (or some specified region on the wafer) can be used. This metric can
be easily computed from measured nanotopography data. Characterization of the length scale of
the nanotopography features is more difficult. While it is possible to visually relate length scales
of two particular nanotopography signatures, a more rigorous method for describing the length
scales is desirable. One method that may be used is power spectral density analysis of the
nanotopography data.
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Figure 5.2: Characterizing nanotopography length using power spectral density analysis.
Given the nanotopography height variation data for a particular wafer (or a specified
region on a wafer), the one-dimensional power spectral magnitudes of vertical and horizontal
cross-sectional data within the dataset can be computed. The power spectral magnitudes can then
be averaged and plotted as a function of wavelength. A typical plot of this is shown in Figure 5.2.
We conjecture that nanotopography data contains low frequency (long wavelength)
content due to wafer-level CMP variation on the raw wafer, and higher frequency (short
wavelength) content due to nanotopography. Analysis of the power spectral density plot for the
break point between the short and long wavelength content gives an estimate for the length scale
of the wafer nanotopography, or the nanotopography length.
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5.3 Nanotopography Effects on CMP
Nanotopography is becoming a serious concern in IC fabrication [49]. Films deposited on
wafers with certain nanotopography characteristics are conjectured to exhibit post-CMP film
thinning, with the relative length scales of the nanotopography and the CMP process serving as a
significant factor [58]. This thinning can cause yield concerns in STI processing, as well as
possible lithography problems with respect to polysilicon critical dimension printability.
The thinning effect occurs due to the planarization capability of the CMP process over
raised areas of material. Thinning is defined here as the preferential removal of material from the
raised areas of pre-CMP films. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
Thinning of post-CMP oxide films is verified via experiments (described later in this
chapter). Analysis of the post-CMP oxide thickness deviation shows a strong visual correlation to
the initial wafer nanotopography, as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: CMP of oxide film over nanotopography results in thinning of the surface film.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental data for nanotopography and post-CMP oxide thickness deviation.
5.4 Effect of Relative Length Scales on Thinning
As mentioned, the thinning effect of nanotopography on post-CMP films occurs due to the
planarization capability of the CMP process. The actual degree that a surface film will thin
depends on the length scale of the nanotopography features relative to the length scale of the CMP
process (planarization length). The thinning effect is directly related to the planarization
efficiency of the CMP process; the better the planarization, the larger the thinning. Planarization
efficiency is related to the planarization length of the CMP process; longer planarization length
processes will result in more planarized post-CMP surfaces.
The planarization length defines the limit to the lateral range over which topography can
be removed by the CMP process. Any feature smaller than the planarization length will be
planarized given sufficient polish time; features larger than the planarization length will result in
only a small amount of planarization. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Implications of length scales in planarization and thinning effects.
5.5 Specific Concerns for Shallow Trench Isolation
In this thesis, it has already been described how, in STI CMP, pattern density variation can
lead to yield concerns due to incomplete clearing of the overburden oxide, dishing of the trench
oxide, and erosion of the active area nitride. As has been discussed, density variation problems
can be approached in various ways (density modification via dummy fill and selective etchback,
nonconventional consumable sets).
In this chapter, the film thinning effect of nanotopography on post-CMP film surfaces has
been described. The thinning resulting from nanotopography interaction with CMP can
potentially have serious yield implications in STI processing. Section 5.4 has described how the
relative length scales of the CMP process and the underlying topography are important in
determining thinning. In the case of STI, for certain nanotopography features, this can result in
incomplete oxide clearing or excessive nitride erosion. An illustration of this is given in Figure
5.6. This details the case where identical STI devices are built upon underlying nanotopography
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feature. In this case, there are two raised regions and one low region. Assuming that the two raised
regions are separated by a distance less than the planarization length, the post-CMP polish will
create yield problems: if the polish is timed to stop when nitride is first cleared, then the central
low region will be uncleared; if the polish time is set to clear oxide in the low region, then the
outer regions will experience nitride erosion.
Nitride
400 AOxide
Pre-CMP -
Silicon
Distance <PL
Post-CMP
incomplete
oxide clearing
Post-CMP
nitride erosion
Figure 5.6: Nanotopography concerns for STI processing.
Note that this problem is purely due to nanotopography, and the yield problems from this
effect are completely separate from the yield problems from density mismatches. Thus, the
solution for density mismatch (e.g., density modification via dummy fill, selective etchback) will
not help in this case. Additionally, certain consumable sets used to improve nitride erosion (such
as using slurries with high nitride/oxide polish selectivity) will not help in this case, since Figure
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5.6 shows that removal of the nitride in the outer two regions is required to clear the oxide in the
central region. For a process with a low nitride removal rate, this will simply translate to
additional polish time.
This analysis is worst-case since it neglects effects due to pad compressibility [39]. It may
be possible to achieve the desired low area polish depending on the consumable set used. In this
case, the low area polish is similar to the dishing phenomenon in dual material processes.
Considering the potential detrimental impact of nanotopography on device yields, it is
useful to determine possible metrics for evaluation of the nanotopography effect on STI stacked
films. Specifically, predictions of possible regions of concern due to potential device failure from
incomplete oxide clearing or excessive nitride thinning would be practical. These metrics are
described in Section 5.11.
5.6 Literature Review
Wafer nanotopography is a relatively recent topic but has become the subject of much
attention. Metrics for wafer specifications of nanotopography have been developed based on
maximal allowed peak-to-valley topography within specified analysis areas on the wafer [61] that
reports defective areas on the wafer. Alternative metrics have also been proposed for wafer
nanotopography characterization [62].
Tsujimura [64] has proposed modeling the effect of nanotopography on CMP process
using boundary element methods to predict the post-CMP film thinning as a function of pad
properties and CMP process conditions. He also proposes characterizing the goodness (high
potential for device yield) of the wafer by specifying permissible peak-to-valley and wavelength
combinations (PV-X) given a specified post-CMP film thickness deviation tolerance, based on an
original idea by Fukuda [65]. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: PV-X curve for wafer nanotopography characterization (adapted from [64]).
Each PV-X curve is specific for a fixed pad stiffness and Tsujimura's analysis, while valid for
general wafer characterization, offers no specific identification of problem locations on a wafer, or
the exact yield effect that results from problematic peak-to-valley/wavelength combinations.
In addition to attempts at modeling and formulating metrics, extensive experimentation
and measurements have been performed in order to observe the effect of nanotopography on the
CMP process. Fukuda, in association with JEIDA [65], ran extensive wafer experiments including
a large variety of wafer types and CMP processes, and notes that nanotopography has an
appreciable influence on post-CMP thickness for CMP processes using stiff pads. This analysis
includes a filtering approach to remove wafer-level trends, but does not include any
characterization of the CMP processes used (e.g., extraction of planarization length). Fukuda also
stresses the necessity of quantitative nanotopography guidelines, and proposes one possible
metric of peak-to-valley nanotopography height vs. nanotopography wavelength.
Schmolke investigates the relationship between nanotopography height and post-CMP
oxide thickness [63]. He seeks to form a quantitative measure of the correlation between the two
quantities using statistical methods. The basic premise is that some contribution to post-CMP
oxide thickness deviation results purely from nanotopography, and some contribution results from
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oxide deposition and random CMP variation [63]. The statistical analysis technique of auto-
correlation and cross-correlation of initial nanotopography height to post-CMP thickness is used
to separate the two components.
Auto-correlation is defined as:
ACF(Ax,Ay) = (NH(x + Ax,y + Ay)NH(x,y))
-(NH(x + Ax,y + Ay)) (NH(x,y)) (5.1)
Cross correlation is defined as:
CCF(Ax,Ay) = (OTD(x + Ax,y + Ay)NH(x,y))
-( 0 TD(x + Ax,y + Ay)) ( NH (x,y)) (5.2)
where the angled brackets symbolize the average with respect to all positions (x, y) on the wafer.
Schmolke considers a small experiment (ten wafers grouped into two nanotopography types) and
analyzes the case for Ay of zero. He finds that the auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions
show extrema at Ax of zero, and extracting the linear slope of a plot of CCF vs. ACF produces a
"nanotopography contribution factor" a that is a measure of the contribution of nanotopography
on the post-CMP thickness deviation. Schmolke's analysis does not separate out any wafer-scale
CMP effects.
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5.7 Wafer Experiment
An experiment has been performed to determine the effect of underlying wafer nanoto-
pography on post-CMP oxide film thickness, and to specifically analyze the results of post-CMP
oxide film thinning on various combinations of nanotopography signatures and CMP processes.
This experiment uses eight sets of 200 mm epi wafers, each set containing wafers with four differ-
ent nanotopography signatures. Data from a total of 120 wafers is reported here. Starting wafers
have 1 pm of thermal oxide grown on them. Each set of wafers is run on a different CMP process,
where process denotes a specific combination of tool, consumable set, and process conditions.
Patterned characterization wafers are also run on the CMP processes to determine the planariza-
tion lengths for each process. Oxide thickness is measured before and after CMP processing, and
the final thickness variation is compared to the initial wafer nanotopography.
5.7.1 Wafer Types
Four wafer types of varying nanotopography characteristics are used in this experiment.
An image map illustration of the four wafer nanotopography types is shown in Figure 5.8.
The wafer types vary both in lateral length scale, shape and orientation of nanotopography
features, and height magnitude. Wafers were provided by MEMC and were specifically
manufactured to produce particular nanotopography signatures. For identification purposes, the
four wafer types are labelled DSP1, SSP1, SSP2, and SSP3. DSP1 wafers are double-sided
polished wafers, while SSP1, SSP2, and SSP3 wafers are single-side polished wafers.
5.7.2 CMP Processes
Eight different CMP process splits are performed. The intent of the splits is to generate
processes having a wide variety of planarization lengths. Different CMP tools and consumable
sets are explored in order to generate these planarization lengths based on previously reported
expectations (e.g, stiffer pads creating longer planarization length processes [36,37]).
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Figure 5.8: Wafer nanotopography signatures used in this experiment.
5.7.3 Metrology
Wafer nanotopography is measured using a NanomapperTM tool from ADE Phase-Shift.
The technology used is a large area, direct height measuring, white light interferometry system
[67]. Wafer data is measured and filtered with a 20 mm double gaussian filter to produce the final
output data.
Pre-CMP and post-CMP oxide film thickness is measured using an AcuMapTM film
thickness measurement system from ADE Corporation. The AcuMap tool is a high speed film
mapping metrology tool based on single point optical reflectometry that is capable of scanning the
entire wafer at one time [68].
Wafer measurement are taken at nominal resolution, which is 0.905 mm x 0.905 mm for
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the oxide thickness data, and 0.197 mm x 0.227 mm for the nanotopography data. A subset of
wafers is also measured at higher resolution for post-CMP oxide thickness. The resolution in this
case is 0.222 mm x 0.222 mm.
5.7.4 Post-Measurement Data Processing
The data sets are interpolated onto a common grid spacing of 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm, and then
filtered with a 30 mm double-gaussian filter in order to remove wafer-level CMP effects. Finally,
an alignment algorithm is used to correct for lateral (in both X and Y direction) and rotational
offsets between the nanotopography and oxide thickness data sets. The algorithm is based on the
assumption that the correct alignment produces the maximal correlation between the initial
nanotopography data and the post-CMP oxide thickness deviation. It consists of a search over
small lateral X-Y displacements to find the lateral correction, and a search over small rotational
angles to determine the rotation correction. In most cases, the nanotopography and oxide
thickness data are mean-centered.
5.8 Experiment Results
The total number of wafers used in this experiment is given in Table 5.1. In some cases,
wafer measurement data are not included in the analysis due to the presence of wafer defects
which may skew the analysis results. A total of 120 wafers are analyzed in this study.
Planarization lengths of the CMP processes are extracted from measured data from CMP
characterization wafers using the density-step height model [35]. Rather than study the effect of
individual tool and process conditions on the CMP of nanotopography, we are interested in the
relationship between planarization length and film thinning; the planarization lengths for the
different process conditions are listed in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Wafer Counts
CMP Process ID DSP1 SSP1 SSP2 SSP3 Total byProcess
1 2 4 6 4 16
2 2 4 4 4 14
3 2 5 5 4 16
4 2 4 5 5 16
5 2 4 5 4 15
6 3 4 5 4 16
7 2 4 4 4 14
8 2 4 3 4 13
Total by Wafer Type 17 33 37 33 120
CMP Process Planarization
CMP Process ID Planarization Length (mm)
1 1.9
2 3.1
3 3.4
4 4.6
5 6.4
6 8.4
7 9.7
8 13.7
Initial wafer nanotopography height measurement data is compared to mean-centered oxide
removed (MCOR) data. Measurement data is obtained at nominal resolution, with interpolation
and alignment steps performed as described in Section 5.7.4. For the purposes of experimental
data analysis, only the central 100 mm x 100 mm section of wafer data is used, in order to avoid
any effects due to proximity to the wafer edge. In comparing the two datasets, two characteristics
are studied: the similarity of shapes, and the degree of the height transmission from the
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Table 5.2: Lengths
nanotopography to MCOR data. To that end, two metrics are used for characterizing the
nanotopography effect: the first is a shape correlation coefficient, and the second is the ratio of the
standard deviation of the MCOR data to the standard deviation of the nanotopography data. Both
metrics are important to determine the impact of nanotopography on post-CMP film thickness.
A graphical illustration of the two metrics is shown in Figure 5.9.
The correlation coefficient (c) is computed using the following formula:
I (N . - pN(Oi. - )
C 1 j (5.3)
where N is the nanotopography height, 0 is the MCOR, g is the mean, and a is the standard
deviation. The correlation coefficient measures the aggregate effect of a point-by-point
comparison of the offset from the respective means of the two datasets. The scale of correlation
coefficients is from -1 to 1, with -1 indicating perfect anticorrelation, and 1 indicating perfect
correlation. The standard deviation ratio (r) is computed using the following formula:
a 0
-Y 
(5.4)
The ratio r gives a metric for the absolute magnitude of the height propagated from the
nanotopography to the MCOR.
Wafer Nanotopography
0000m e! e!__077! N =10 
nm
Shape is identical Magnitude is scaled
c= r = 0.2
Mean-Centered Oxide Thickness Removed
Figure 5.9: Illustration of metrics for nanotopography propagation.
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Correlation coefficients and standard deviation ratios are computed for each wafer, and the results
are then grouped by wafer type and by CMP process. Correlation coefficients and standard
deviation ratios are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4.
Table 5.3: Average Correlation Coefficients
CMP Process ID DSP1 SSP1 SSP2 SSP3 Average byProcess
1 0.09 0.10 0.47 0.12 0.24
2 0.17 0.12 0.43 0.15 0.23
3 0.33 0.17 0.68 0.29 0.38
4 0.10 0.12 0.47 0.12 0.22
5 0.63 0.48 0.84 0.63 0.66
6 0.36 0.51 0.89 0.46 0.59
7 0.73 0.81 0.95 0.82 0.84
8 0.62 0.57 0.92 0.61 0.67
Average by Wafer Type 0.38 0.35 0.69 0.39
Table 5.4: Average Standard Deviation Ratio
CMP Process ID DSP1 SSP1 SSP2 SSP3 Average byProcess
1 0.36 0.33 0.07 0.34 0.24
2 0.76 0.78 0.19 0.79 0.61
3 0.45 0.42 0.15 0.36 0.33
4 1.35 1.27 0.28 1.12 0.93
5 0.52 0.37 0.34 0.38 0.38
6 1.27 1.25 0.64 1.14 1.03
7 0.88 1.01 0.76 0.86 0.88
8 1.00 1.00 0.7 1.02 0.95
Average by Wafer Type 0.85 0.79 0.37 0.76
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In general, the correlation coefficients and standard deviation ratios both appear to
increase with increasing planarization length, and also vary significantly with wafer type. This
agrees with our initial hypothesis that the amount of surface film thinning is dependent on both
the wafer nanotopography length and the CMP process planarization length.
5.9 Modeling Approaches
In general, it is possible to abstract the CMP process as a (potentially nonlinear) transfer
function, which converts initial wafer nanotopography data to final post-CMP film thickness.
There are many possible forms that can be used for this transfer function, varying in implementa-
tion or computational complexity. A diagram of the abstract system is shown in Figure 5.10.
CMPInitial Wafer Final post-CMP
Nanotopography Transfer Film ThicknessH* Function I
Scaling Filtering Full Simulation
I I
Simple Complicated
Figure 5.10: Forms for the CMP transfer function.
Three forms are included in this analysis: linear scaling, filtering, and full contact-
mechanics based simulation. Each of the three will be described, and techniques for implementa-
tion of these models will be detailed. Two methods on opposite ends of the complexity spectrum
will be examined initially, followed by a third method of moderate complexity. As a case study,
each method will be performed on actual wafer nanotopography data, with the results compared
to post-CMP film thickness data. The two components to be compared will be initial nanotopogra-
phy and post-CMP oxide thickness deviation (OTD). This quantity is the same as mean-centered
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oxide thickness removed (MCOR).
5.9.1 Scaling
In the first approach, the original nanotopography data is linearly scaled to produce the
prediction of oxide thickness deviation. One prevailing idea of this work is that oxide on top of
nanotopography features will preferentially be removed during the CMP process, and thus will
thin compared to the average polish thickness. The degree of thinning will be assumed propor-
tional to the original nanotopography. This approach is based on work by Schmolke [63] which is
reviewed in Section 5.6. He proposes that the standard deviation of the post-CMP oxide thickness
can be decomposed into a scaled portion due to nanotopography, and a "random" contribution
from the oxide deposition and CMP process. This second component is due to oxide thickness
variation uncorrelated to the initial nanotopography (OTDUNC). This can be described as:
OTD = OTDUNC+x -NH (5.5)
where NH is the nanotopography height, and a is the scaling factor. The model is calibrated by
obtaining the a parameter from experimental data.
(OTD-NH) = ([OTDUNC + -NH] - [NH])
(OTD-NH)+a(NH-NH)
0 + C[CYNH ]2  - [(NH 2
(OTDNH) (5.6)
[ yNH 1
where the angled brackets indicate the computation of the expectation (or average) of the quantity
enclosed over spatial coordinates x and y. The final expression for a in Equation 5.6 can be
computed on an individual wafer basis using pre-CMP nanotopography maps NH(x, y) and post-
CMP oxide thickness deviation maps OTD(x, y). The functional dependence of a on wafer type
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and CMP process is unknown. The resulting estimator for oxide thickness deviation is then:
OTD = -NH (5.7)ES T
5.9.2 Contact Wear Modeling
The second method for oxide thinning prediction is a physical simulation of the CMP
process. This method involves using a contact-mechanics based model described by Chekina [51]
and Yoshida [52]. This model formulates equations based on the physics of the contact between
the wafer and pad (illustrated in Figure 5.11). The underlying physics behind the model is a
fundamental relationship between local pressures on the pad and the resulting pad displacement,
given in Equation 5.8 (taken from [51]).
2
w(x, y) = (1-v ) dtdij (5.8)TE (x _ ) + (y 2 71)
where w(x, y) is the displacement of the pad at point (x, y) on the wafer surface, p(x, y) is the local
pressure of the pad, v is the Poisson's ratio of the pad, E is the Young's modulus of the pad, and w
is the simulation area. Local pressures can be used to derive removal rates via Preston's equation
[34]. As the film surface evolves through time, the pad displacement changes as it contacts the
evolving film surface, and local pressures and removal rates are modified. A typical
implementation of the model involves discretizing the simulation into boundary elements, solving
for pressures, computing the amount removed over a time step, updating the pad displacement,
computing the new local pressures, and iterating for the duration of the polish time.
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Figure 5.11: Wafer-pad contact diagram.
In the general case, wafer pad displacement and pad pressures are not fully known.
Yoshida [52] offers a matrix manipulation algorithm that can be used to solve the matrix form of
Equation 5.8. This method is accurate in computing pressures and displacement, but suffers from
long computation times for large simulation domains. An alternative approach may be used in
order to increase computation speed is to use Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis. Equation 5.8
can be restated as a convolution between pressure and a kernel function, k(x, y), representing the
influence of local pressures on the pad displacement of neighboring regions on the pad.
2(1 -v )
w(x, y) = E [p(x, y) 0 k(x, y)] (5.9)
n E
k(x, y) = (5.10)
2-2
x+ y
Equation 5.9 becomes a multiplication after a Fourier transform. Rearranging gives a solution for
pressures that can be computed from displacement:
2(1 --v )
W [PK ] (5.11)
nE
nE W
P2 (5.12)(1- v )
where P, W, and K are the respective frequency domain representations for the p(x, y), w(x, y), and
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k(x, y) functions after a Fourier transform. The fundamental assumption behind using the FFT
solution technique is that the pad contacts the wafer at every point on the wafer surface, and
therefore the pad displacement w(x, y) at every point is fully specified. Using the time-stepped
algorithm approach, Equation 5.12 can then be used to compute local pressures and removal rates
at each time interval. Oxide thickness deviation can be predicted by performing a contact-wear
simulation using initial wafer nanotopography data to simulate the oxide thickness removed over
the wafer during the CMP process, and then mean-centering the result. The key model calibration
parameter is the Young's modulus E, which can be extracted from experimental data. E is actually
an effective Young's modulus that may not be the same as the E of the polishing pad that can be
obtained through material property testing.
5.9.3 Filtering
The third approach involves using a filter of the appropriate form to process the initial
wafer nanotopography data to get an approximation of the final post-CMP film thickness. The
filtering approach has been used to mimic the effects of a CMP process. Ouma [30] notes that an
elliptical weighting filter can be effectively used to evaluate the pattern density "seen" by a CMP
process as it polishes a wafer.
In this application, the original nanotopography data is convolved with a two-dimensional
filter and scaled to obtain the final result. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis is used to expedite
the computational process. In the contact-wear simulation, FFTs are used to compute the pres-
sures at each time interval in a time-stepped algorithm. In this approach, a single filter step is used
to predict final oxide thickness deviation. The filter used is a double-Gaussian implemented in the
frequency domain:
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2 -2k 2
H(w) = 2e C -e C (5.13)
= 1.33) 2  (5.14)
C
where G is the discretization length, L, is the filter cutoff length, and k is a constant equal to ln(2).
The filter is computed in the frequency domain, multiplied by the transformed nanotopography
data, and converted back to the spatial domain using inverse FFT. The resulting prediction is then
scaled by a scaling factor in order to get the final prediction.
There are two key parameters used to specify this CMP transfer function: the cutoff length
LC that is used to define the filter shape, and the scaling factor s that is used to scale the filtered
nanotopography data to produce the final result.
5.10 Simulation Results
For this analysis, wafers from three CMP processes (with planarization lengths of 3.4, 6.4,
and 9.7 mm). Each of the four wafer types is also included in this study. Two wafers from most of
the combinations of CMP processes and wafer types are included. To avoid edge effects which
might complicate the analysis, only the central 100 mm x 100 mm region of the wafer is used in
this analysis
5.10.1 Scaling
Scaling parameter c is computed for each data set using measured data and Equation 5.6.
The results are shown in Table 5.5. The scaling parameter is fairly consistent within replicate
wafers for the same wafer type and process combination. However, the extracted c value seems to
vary from wafer type to wafer type.
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Table 5.5: Computed Scaling Coefficients
Process Planarization Length (mm) Wafer Type
Wafer 1 Wafer 2
3 3.4 SSP1 0.07 0.08
3 3.4 SSP2 0.10 0.14
3 3.4 SSP3 0.13 0.11
5 6.4 DSP1 0.38 0.44
5 6.4 SSP1 0.19 0.17
5 6.4 SSP2 0.28 0.27
5 6.4 SSP3 0.27 0.25
7 9.7 DSP1 0.72 0.73
7 9.7 SSP1 0.84 0.85
7 9.7 SSP2 0.74 0.72
7 9.7 SSP3 0.71 0.69
5.10.2 Contact Wear
Using initial nanotopography data as an input to the contact wear model, the optimal value
of E is determined by minimizing the root mean square (RMS) error between the final prediction
oxide thickness deviation and the actual measured data. The polish time used in the simulation is
set such that the average simulated film removal is approximately equal to the average measured
film removal. Extracted values of E are given in Table 5.6. The values of E are fairly consistent at
short and medium planarization lengths. At longer planarization lengths, E tends to vary from
wafer type to wafer type, but is consistent within wafer type. In addition, E tends to increase with
increasing planarization length, which fits in with expected relationships.
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Table 5.6: Optimal Contact Wear Modeling Parameters
E (MPa)
Process Planarization Length (mm) Wafer Type
Wafer 1 Wafer 2
3 3.4 SSP1 20 25
3 3.4 SSP2 20 30
3 3.4 SSP3 30 25
5 6.4 DSP1 75 75
5 6.4 SSP1 60 50
5 6.4 SSP2 75 60
5 6.4 SSP3 60 60
7 9.7 DSP1 250 260
7 9.7 SSP1 900 800
7 9.7 SSP2 300 280
7 9.7 SSP3 375 360
5.10.3 Filtering
Optimal parameters for the filter based CMP model (filter cutoff length L, and scaling
parameter s) are obtained by varying the two model parameters simultaneously to minimize the
RMS error between the predicted and measured oxide thickness deviation. The extracted
parameters are shown in Table 5.7. Values of L, are fairly consistent within processes. The long
cutoff lengths obtained when extracting model parameters for Process 7 (the longest planarization
length process analyzed in this study) in most cases are equal or close to the size of the simulation
domain. This indicates that the best approximation for this process may be a simple scaling, since
filtering with such long cutoff lengths results in only small modification to the original data. In
such cases, the scaling parameter s is equal or close to the model parameter U obtained using the
scaling method (see Table 5.5).
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Table 5.7: Optimal Filter Modeling Parameters
Planarization Le(mm) s
Process Length Wafer Type
(mm) Wafer 1 Wafer 2 Wafer 1 Wafer 2
3 3.4 SSP1 8 9 0.45 0.42
3 3.4 SSP2 12 9 0.20 0.35
3 3.4 SSP3 7 100 0.48 0.10
5 6.4 DSP1 11 11 0.66 0.66
5 6.4 SSP1 18 16 0.43 0.44
5 6.4 SSP2 14 14 0.48 0.46
5 6.4 SSP3 12 13 0.56 0.51
7 9.7 DSP1 100 100 0.72 0.73
7 9.7 SSP1 92 100 0.85 0.87
7 9.7 SSP2 100 100 0.74 0.72
7 9.7 SSP3 100 61 0.71 0.71
5.10.4 Model Comparison
To compare the predictions of the three modeling techniques, the RMS error between the
model predictions and measured data is computed. The results are summarized in Table 5.8.
In all cases, the RMS error of the predictive models is less than the standard deviation of the
measured oxide thickness deviation, which indicates that the methods used capture at least some
degree of the relationship between nanotopography and oxide thickness deviation. There may be a
1-2 nm random post-CMP oxide thickness deviation (similar to OTDUNC in Equation 5.5) that
establishes a noise floor for all CMP nanotopography models. The RMS error for the filtering
method is slightly smaller than the error from the scaling method, except for the longest
planarization length process where it essentially equivalent. The contact wear modeling accuracy
relative to that of the filtering method varies from process to process. For process 7, the contact
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wear does slightly worse than the filtering in terms of RMS error. For the other processes in this
study, the contact wear and filtering methods perform comparably. This suggests that filtering
may be adequate in cases where the CMP of a single film is to be predicted. On the other hand, the
contact wear model is useful because it can be applied to more complicated CMP situations, such
as polishing of multiple material film stacks (such as those used in STI processing). A cross
section comparison of the predictions of the three oxide thickness deviation models for one
example wafer/process combination (Process 3, SSP2) is given in Figure 5.12.
Table 5.8: RMS Error Comparisons
RMS Error (nm)
GOTD(nm) Scaling Contact Wear Filtering
Process PL Wafer(mm) Type Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer Wafer
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
3 3.4 SSP1 1.20 1.70 1.18 1.67 1.15 1.65 1.13 1.65
3 3.4 SSP2 1.87 3.62 1.27 2.30 1.13 1.67 1.16 1.57
3 3.4 SSP3 1.16 1.08 1.08 1.00 1.01 0.94 1.00 1.01
5 6.4 DSP1 2.01 1.70 1.23 1.03 0.97 0.88 0.90 0.82
5 6.4 SSP1 1.05 1.04 0.81 0.85 0.74 0.79 0.77 0.81
5 6.4 SSP2 5.12 4.30 2.11 2.01 1.47 1.45 1.50 1.42
5 6.4 SSP3 1.38 1.36 0.94 0.96 0.84 0.87 0.83 0.90
7 9.7 DSP1 3.51 3.21 1.91 1.95 1.98 2.04 1.91 1.96
7 9.7 SSP1 3.42 3.38 1.98 1.39 2.04 1.44 1.98 1.40
7 9.7 SSP2 13.12 11.11 2.17 2.00 2.79 2.64 2.18 2.01
7 9.7 SSP3 2.82 2.90 1.49 1.45 1.58 1.55 1.49 1.43
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the predictions of the three CMP modeling methods.
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Another method of comparing the three modeling techniques is to compute the fractional
variance of the oxide thickness deviation that is captured by each model:
2 2
R2 _ model I Yerr2 2
aY OTD GY OTD
(5.15)
The computed R2 values are plotted for each of the modeling methods for the SSP2 case for three
CMP processes in Figure 5.13. Two wafers are plotted for each CMP process. For the short and
medium planarization length processes, the filtering and contact wear methods exhibit larger R2
than the scaling method. At the longest planarization length process, the scaling exhibits a slightly
higher R2 and the filtering and contact wear models, although the difference between the three
methods is small. The R2 values increase as the planarization length increases, which implies that
the modeling of the OTD becomes more accurate with longer planarization lengths.
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Figure 5.13: Model comparisons - fractional OTD variance.
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5.11 Nanotopography Modeling for STI
The key motivation behind the development of accurate CMP modeling methods is to
identify potential yield problems in STI CMP. Section 5.5 has illustrated the two major concerns
of incomplete oxide clearing and excessive nitride erosion that occur due to nanotopography
effect. The critical issue is whether an incoming wafer with a particular nanotopography signature
will give rise to potential device failure, and to identify these failure locations on the wafer.
The modeling of an STI process requires modeling of a dual material system. The contact
wear modeling methodology described in Section 5.9.2 can be used for modeling of an STI
process on a wafer with underlying nanotopography. To model a dual material system, the contact
wear model needs only a slight modification. The system is set up as an underlying
nanotopography surface with two conformal films (silicon nitride, then silicon dioxide) deposited
on top. The computation of pressure/displacement is exactly the same as for a single material
CMP system, and a time-stepped algorithm is still used. The amount of remaining top surface film
is tracked at each time interval along with the local pressures and pad displacements. In
computing the local removal rates at each time step in the algorithm, if the top surface film still
remains, then the nominal top surface film polish rate is used; otherwise, the underlying film (in
this case, silicon nitride) polish rate is used. Boundary elements are advanced in time, and the
algorithm iterates as usual until the final polish time is reached. This is illustrated in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Revised contact-wear model algorithm for dual-material system.
Given a modeling technique for two stacked films on nanotopography, an STI process on
an unpatterned wafer can be simulated to determine points of incomplete oxide clearing and
excessive nitride erosion that is solely due to nanotopography. Predictive maps of oxide/nitride
removed during CMP are used to determine potential failure points.
5.11.1 Incomplete Clearing
A simulated CMP polish is performed using initial nanotopography data from an SSP2
wafer. The simulation assumes that the initial wafer surface is deposited with 1000 A of silicon
nitride followed by 3000 A of silicon dioxide. The dual-material stacked film contact-wear CMP
model is used to simulate the CMP process. First, a polish is simulated where the polish time is set
by simulating polish until the first point on the wafer clears (84 seconds), and polishing for a
nominal overpolish time of 10 seconds. The total amount removed from the CMP process is
determined, and areas of incomplete clearing are found by examining the amount removed wafer
map for points with amounts of film removal less than the original top surface film deposition.
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These points are identified in a third wafer map. This is the incomplete clearing map generation
process, as illustrated in Figure 5.15.
A 0
Initial Nanotopography 400 Amount Removed 3100
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0 *3000
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-200 nominal polish
time (94 secs) '
-400 assume 3000 A deposition2900
note strong visual correlation
between nanotopography low-
regions and predicted incomplete
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Incomplete Clearing Map
dark blue areas indicate
incomplete clearing of oxide
Figure 5.15: Using nanotopography CMP modeling to assess incomplete oxide clearing in
STI.
In Figure 5.15, there is a strong visual correlation between initial nanotopography "low spots" and
incomplete oxide clearing. This agrees with the original hypothesis in Section 5.5 that low
nanotopography spots can result in incomplete clearing.
5.11.2 Nitride Erosion
The assurance of oxide clearing in STI CMP, as well as process variability in removal rates
(both wafer-to-wafer and within-wafer), requires the inclusion of a certain amount of overpolish
time built into the CMP process. This overpolish may result in excessive nitride erosion, both due
to pattern-dependent erosion as well as effects from nanotopography. Incomplete oxide clearing
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effects from nanotopography exacerbate this problem by requiring even more additional polish
time due solely to nanotopography effects.
The same polish situation used in Section 5.11.1 is repeated, with the polish time set to
just equal the time at which we have complete oxide clearing across the entire wafer. The
resulting nitride loss due to the CMP process is computed. A nitride loss budget of 200 A is used
to determine points of potential device failure due to excessive nitride erosion, and a third map is
generated showing these locations. This excessive nitride erosion map generation process is
illustrated in Figure 5.16. In Figure 5.16, there is a strong visual correlation between initial
nanotopography "high spots" and excessive nitride erosion. This agrees with the original
hypothesis in Section 5.5 that high nanotopography spots can result in nitride erosion.
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125
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nitride loss budget
Excessive Nitride Erosion Map
dark red areas indicate
potential device failure
Figure 5.16: Using nanotopography CMP modeling to assess device failure in STI.
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5.12 Combining Nanotopography and Pattern Dependent
STI Effects
This section explores the implications of nanotopography on the chip-scale pattern
dependent models developed in Chapter 2.
5.12.1 Analyzing Nanotopography Effects with Pattern-Dependent Models
Nanotopography implications on STI are a separate issue from the chip-scale pattern-
dependencies discussed in Chapter 2. However, a comprehensive model of the STI CMP process
should analyze both effects, as well as the effect of nanotopography on pattern-dependent dishing
and erosion. As a simple estimator of the aggregate effect of nanotopography and layout pattern
on the post-CMP erosion and dishing, an addition of the individual effects can be used. The
erosion due to nanotopography can be calculated as a wafer map. The erosion due to chip-scale
pattern dependency can also be computed, and then replicated into an array. This simulates a die
grid on an actual wafer. These two quantities can then be added together to compute the aggregate
erosion due to both wafer nanotopography and layout pattern dependencies. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.17.
A more rigorous method would involve integrating the contact-wear wafer-scale CMP
model with the density-based chip-scale CMP model. Since both models are based upon pressure
distributions across the pad, it is likely that a simple addition of the two individually calculated
effects will result in a certain amount of over-estimation. In addition, there may be interactions
between the two effects that may result in an aggregate benefit or detriment to erosion and
dishing. Further study is required.
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Figure 5.17: Adding effects of nanotopography and pattern density to determine total erosion.
5.12.2 Nanotopography Effect on Dishing and Erosion
Section 5.11.1 described how additional overpolish time is needed to insure that oxide is
cleared everywhere on the wafer. This additional overpolish time has implications on the pattern-
dependent dishing and erosion on a chip.
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For the case study in Section 5.11.1, it is found that an additional overpolish time of 13
seconds is required to clear all oxide from the wafer. As a rough estimator of the additional
dishing and erosion resulting from nanotopography, this overpolish time can be added to the
nominal polish time in a chip-scale STI simulation. The results are shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Dishing and Erosion for Nominal and Nanotopography Cases
Dishing Erosion
Polish Time (A) (A)Test Case (secs)
Mean Max Min Mean Max Min
Nominal 45 678 793 417 76 172 15
With Overpolish Time Due 58 897 989 686 175 372 65
to Nanotopography
Average dishing increases by 32%, while average erosion increases by 130%, compared to the
case without additional overpolish due to nanotopography. From the simulation results, the impact
of nanotopography on chip-scale patterns as a result of additional overpolish time is significant.
5.13 Summary
Experiments using wafers with distinct nanotopography signatures in combination with
CMP processes with distinct planarization lengths have been conducted. Results from this
experiment verify the original hypothesis that substantial film thinning occurs when the CMP
planarization length is larger than the length scale of the nanotopography, and that the post-CMP
oxide thickness removed can be highly correlated with initial wafer nanotopography for CMP
processes with long planarization lengths.
Three modeling techniques (scaling, filtering, contact wear) have been suggested as
possible methods for analyzing the effect of nanotopography on post-CMP mean-centered oxide
thickness deviation. Comparisons of the prediction errors of the three methods show that the
contact wear and filter-based approaches perform slightly better than a simple scaling model
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across a range of nanotopography types and CMP processes. Contact-wear models are preferred
for use since they allow for straightforward prediction of dual material stacks such as those used
in STI processing, while filter-based approaches do not offer a simple method of application for
multiple film stacks.
As nitride erosion budgets in STI CMP decrease with future technology generations, the
effect of nanotopography on nitride thinning will become more of a concern. Accurate modeling
of the nanotopography effect on film thinning is essential for determining the impact of
nanotopography on device yields.
Predictive mappings of post-CMP film thicknesses across the wafer can be used for the
diagnosis of potential yield problems due to incomplete oxide clearing or excessive nitride
erosion. Such device failure maps complement nanotopography wafer data and metrics based on
that data, and enable evaluation, comparison, and development of improved wafers and STI CMP
processes.
An integrated model that predicts the combined effects of wafer-level nanotopography and
chip-scale layout pattern dependencies is a useful tool in diagnosis of the yield of a particular
combination of wafer type, CMP process, and layout. A simple estimator that adds the
contributions of the two effects can be used as a first-order approximation of an integrated model.
Further development of a complete model that truly integrates the wafer-scale contact mechanics
along with the chip-scale density-based model is needed.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This work has examined key pattern related issues associated with the shallow trench
isolation chemical mechanical polishing process. A shallow trench isolation modeling and
characterization methodology has been developed in this thesis. The model has been verified with
experimental data. Applications and extensions of the model have been described and
demonstrated. This concluding chapter summarizes the main contributions of this research and
applications of the concepts developed, and describes future work that builds on the research in
this thesis.
6.1 Thesis Contributions
A major contribution in this work is the development and implementation of a
characterization and modeling methodology for STI CMP. An STI CMP model has been
developed, implemented, and verified using experimental data. A characterization method has
been defined that can be used to extract a small set of characterization model parameters from a
given CMP process that are applicable for that CMP process on any layout.
Layout design optimization techniques have been developed. Methods to analyze the
pattern density of arbitrary layouts, diagnose potential density-dependent dishing and erosion
problems, and modify the existing layout to reduce these problems have been developed and
demonstrated.
A generalization of the STI CMP characterization and modeling methodology has been
developed, and applied to the modeling of STI CMP with nonconventional consumable sets.
Phenomenological models have been derived and verified using experimental data for three
nonconventional consumable sets. These include fixed abrasive pads, high-selectivity silica based
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slurry, and high-selectivity ceria based slurry CMP processes.
The impact of wafer nanotopography on STI CMP has been studied. Modeling methods
for assessing the additional erosion and dishing due to the consideration of nanotopography have
been developed and implemented, and verified on experimental data. Methods for
characterization of wafer nanotopography have been described.
Together, the CMP modeling and layout improvement approaches contributed by this
research aid in the understanding and improvement of current and future STI CMP processes.
6.2 Applications
A number of applications are enabled by the contributions from this thesis. The
characterization of STI CMP processes allows for the prediction of nitride erosion and dishing on
arbitrary layouts, which is a key benefit to chip designers. The availability of an accurate predictor
reduces or eliminates the necessity of running costly characterization experiments for each layout
and CMP process. The density optimization techniques provide methods for nitride erosion and
dishing reduction through layout modification.
A typical chip designer can use all of the tools and methods described in this work to
diagnose and improve STI erosion and dishing on arbitrary layouts. First, the STI CMP process to
be used can be characterized using the test wafers and characterization methodology described in
Chapter 2. Second, the dishing and erosion of an arbitrary layout can be predicted using the
models developed in Chapter 2. Third, the feasibility and performance of alternative consumable
sets can be explored using the techniques and models in Chapter 3, and a candidate
nonconventional consumable can be evaluated using the calibrated erosion and dishing
predictions using the models in this chapter. Fourth, erosion and dishing can be reduced using
layout design optimization techniques described in Chapter 4. Finally, the impact of wafer
nanotopography on STI dishing and erosion can be assessed using the models in Chapter 5. This
allows the designer to minimize the effects of STI dishing and erosion through proper selection of
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CMP process, layout design, and wafer.
6.3 Future Work
Several topics in STI CMP have not been investigated in the course of this research. Some
are extensions of the research work, and some are completely new topics that relate to STI CMP.
One major advancement of the modeling techniques described in this thesis is the
development and implementation of an integrated wafer and chip-scale model that takes into
account the effects of wafer nanotopography and chip-scale pattern variation. Such a model needs
to be two-tiered, due to the different discretization scales of the two problems. A proposed method
is to discretize the wafer on a coarse scale, compute pressure variations across the wafer surface
due to nanotopography, and feed these pressures into a chip-scale simulation. Each advancement
of the chip-scale surface in time is then fed back into the wafer-level model, updating the wafer-
scale surface profile. Updated wafer-scale pressures are then fed back into the chip-scale model,
allowing for the combined effects of the two models to be computed simultaneously. This is
illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Nanotopography
Data
Layout
Information
Wafer-Level Mode
(e.g., contact-wear
+F
Chip-Scale
Model
die surface profiles
evel pressure
Polish Time
Achieved?
Yes
DONE
Block diagram of an proposed integrated STI CMP Model.
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Figure 6.1:
wafer-1
Further study into modeling of STI CMP for small feature STI structures is required. This
work has focused on STI CMP of structures greater than 10 tm; realistic device active areas can
be significantly smaller. In addition, the effect of active area width and trench oxide width on the
STI CMP polish should also be studied. Model extensions to incorporate these additional effects
may be required.
Another topic that has not been discussed in this thesis is the development of more
physically based models. All of the modeling work in this thesis is semi-empirical or
phenomenological, and connecting the models here with physics of the CMP process would be a
major advancement. In particular, determining physical reasons for the empirically determined
density dependencies for nonconventional consumable sets may provide insight into developing
revised models for these consumables.
6.4 Final Remarks
The shallow trench isolation process is a critical part of the semiconductor manufacturing
process flow, and the chemical mechanical polishing process is a key enabler for STI processing.
This work provides a set of effective characterization and modeling methods that can be used as a
diagnostic tool to examine the various issues associated with STI CMP, from chip-scale pattern
dependent erosion and dishing prediction, to layout design optimization for STI, to the impact of
wafer nanotopography on STI CMP.
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